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ExECuTivE SummARy
The general objective of this study is to understand the current regulatory context relevant to the biofuel sector 
in Ethiopia. Specific objectives of the work were to analyze gaps in the current regulatory requirements of the 
country, against the criteria provided by the RSB voluntary Standard, and to investigate how legislation can bet-
ter use voluntary standards for policy development. The process for the development of this report has included 
desktop research, stakeholder consultations and field observations.

In general, comparison of the existing Ethiopian regulatory references applicable to biofuels with the RSB Stan-
dard shows that there are many relevant regulatory references. However, some additional regulatory references 
are required, especially in relation to the Standard’s principles on planning, monitoring and continuous impro-
vement; rural and social development; food security; conservation; use of inputs/technology; and land & land 
use rights. Based on the outcome of the comparison analysis, a draft roadmap towards the creation of a system 
which favors sustainable biofuels has been prepared. The roadmap identifies five key activities in line with the 
sustainability criteria of the RSB.

Key Activity 1: Institutional strengthening 
The goal of this key activity is to support the strengthening of the Biofuel Coordination Forum and the Biofuel 
Development Directorate, which coordinates all efforts of biofuel development & utilization (feedstock produc-
tion, biofuel processing, biofuel development, blending, marketing/distribution etc.) in the country.

Key Activity 2: Updating the Biofuel Development and Utilization Strategy
The goal of this key activity is to update the existing strategy to include directions for long-term biofuel deve-
lopment in the country. A comprehensive strategy with clear targets and objectives is important so that biofuel 
development can meaningfully contribute to the overall green growth objectives of the country.

Key Activity 3: Development of directives, standards and guidelines
The goal of this activity is to lay favorable grounds for the responsible production of biofuels in the country, and 
to make all stakeholders aware of the requirements for the responsible production of biofuels.

Key Activity 4: Enhance the responsible production of biofuels
The goal of this key activity is to boost sustainable production of biofuels by providing incentives for good prac-
tices and applying disincentives for biofuels production practices with undesired effects on the environment and/
or local communities.

Key Activity 5: Develop a monitoring & follow-up system
The goal of this activity is to develop a transparent system for monitoring and evaluation of biofuels development 
in the country, which will enable the development of a database of existing practices.
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A short introduction
to Ethiopia
Ethiopia is Africa’s oldest independent country and se-
cond largest in terms of its population. Apart from a fi ve-
year occupation by Mussolini’s Italy, it has never been co-
lonized. It has a unique cultural heritage, being the home 
of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church and a monarchy that 
only ended in the coup of 1974. It served as a symbol 
of African independence throughout the colonial period, 
and was a founder member of the United Nations and the 
African base for many international organizations.

Prime Minister Meles Zenawi won 
a fourth term in the elections held 
in May 2010. At international level, 
Ethiopia is seen as an important ally 
of the U.S.A. Additionally, Ethiopia 
is infl uential in the climate negotia-
tions for Africa for the G77, and is 
concerned about the development of 
sustainability regulations and agree-
ments.

Ethiopia’s poverty-stricken economy 
is based on agriculture - accounting 
for almost 50% of GDP, and 85% of 
total employment. Th e agricultural 
sector suff ers from frequent droughts 
and poor cultivation practices. Coff ee 
is critical to the Ethiopian economy 
with exports of some $350 million in 
2006; but historically low prices have 
seen many farmers switching to qat 
to supplement income. Under Ethio-
pia’s Constitution, the state owns all 
land and provides long-term leases 
to the tenants. In November 2001, 
Ethiopia qualifi ed for debt relief from 
the Highly Indebted Poor Countries 
(HIPC) Initiative, and in Decem-
ber 2005 the IMF forgave Ethiopia’s 
debt. Th e global economic downturn 
led to balance of payment pressures, partially alleviated by 
recent emergency funding from the International Mone-
tary Fund. While GDP growth has remained high, per 
capita income is among the lowest in the world.

An inTRoduCTion 
To ThE REPoRT

Ethiopia is a highly food insecure country, with the sou-
thern and eastern part often aff ected to the level of emer-
gency/crisis according to the United Nations World Food 
Programme. Based on the Joint Government and Huma-
nitarian Partners’ Requirement Document, released on 
the 12th of January 2012, about 3.2 million people will 
require food assistance in the fi rst half of 2012. 

Ethiopia is currently assessing its biofuel potential and is 
now in the process of implementing an ambitious bio-
fuel strategy, which was approved in 2007. Fuel imports 
account for over 90% of Ethiopian foreign earnings, and 
looking at alternative fuel is important to cover domestic 
fuel needs as well a potential export commodity.

Fig.1: Map of Ethiopia, African Studies Centre, University of Pennsylvania
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The Roundtable on 
Sustainable Biofuels 
(RSB)
The Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels is an internatio-
nal initiative, coordinated by the Energy Center at EPFL 
in Lausanne, that brings together farmers, companies, 
non-governmental organizations, experts, governments, 
and inter-governmental agencies concerned with ensu-
ring the sustainability of biofuels production and proces-
sing. Participation in the RSB is open to any organization 
working in a field relevant to biofuels sustainability. 

The RSB has developed a third-party certification system 
for biofuels sustainability standards, encompassing envi-
ronmental, social and economic principles and criteria 
through an open, transparent and multi-stakeholder pro-
cess.

In November 2010, some four years after a first explo-
ratory multi-stakeholder meeting was held at the EPFL 
in Lausanne, Switzerland, the RSB released Version 2 of 
its international standard for better biofuel production 
and processing. The Standard includes the Principles & 
Criteria and an associated guidance document, detailed 
compliance indicators, and a glossary of terms. 

The RSB Principles & Criteria for Sustainable Biofuels 
(RSB-STD-01-001) provides guidelines on best prac-
tice in the production and processing of biofuel feeds-
tock and raw material, and for the production, use and 
transportation of liquid biofuels. The Standard specifies 
requirements for the certification of sustainable biofuel 
operations along the entire supply chain. The 12 RSB 
Principles & Criteria for Sustainable Biofuels cover the 
following areas:

Principle 1 Legality
Principle 2 Planning, monitoring  

and continuous improvement
Principle 3 Greenhouse gas emissions
Principle 4 Human and labor rights
Principle 5 Rural and social development
Principle 6 Local food security
Principle 7 Conservation
Principle 8 Soil
Principle 9 Water
Principle 10 Air
Principle 11 Use of technology, inputs  

and management of waste
Principle 12 Land rights 

As of May 2011, operators can apply for RSB certifica-
tion. In July 2011, the RSB Standard was one of the first 
seven standards to be recognized by the European Union 
as a certification system that guarantees the level of sustai-
nability required for biofuel exports to Europe.
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why is the RSB 
working in Ethiopia?
Ethiopia imports petroleum for its fuel requirements, and 
the demand for petroleum fuel is rapidly increasing, which 
is associated with its growing economy and expanding 
infrastructure. Imported petroleum products account for 
the lion’s share of the total import expenditure and absorb 
much of the total export earnings. On the other hand, the 
country has large amounts of arable land, labor force and 
a suitable climate for biofuel development. Biofuel deve-
lopment is therefore believed by the government to have 
the potential to meet a substantial proportion of the na-
tional energy need, reduce dependency on imported fossil 
fuels, create new business opportunities and contribute 
towards reducing Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. 

The government has expressed a desire to work towards 
the development of sustainable biofuels, recognizing the 
potential for negative impacts - and has therefore entered 
into discussions with the Roundtable on Sustainable Bio-
fuels on how to improve the current regulatory system. 
The RSB offers an excellent starting point to analyze all 
the dimensions of biofuel sustainability - both from an 
environmental and a social perspective. The Ethiopian 
government has created a Biofuel Development and Uti-
lization Directorate within the Ministry of Water and 
Energy. This body coordinates the work of the natio-
nal Biofuel Development and Utilization Coordination 
Forum, which coordinates the work across the different 
government departments.

Structure 
of this report
This report presents the work carried out from January 
to December 2011 by the RSB Secretariat with support 
from Temsgen Bogale Consultancy and in full consulta-
tion with local authorities and relevant stakeholders. The 
report includes the following sections:

1. Stakeholder mapping: an analysis of Ethiopian stake-
holders relevant to biofuel production.

2. A regulatory study: an analysis of the Ethiopian regu-
latory framework with respect to the RSB principles 
and criteria.

3. A roadmap towards sustainable Ethiopian biofuels: an 
analysis of priority actions and areas for improvement. 

This work was made possible by the Sustainable Biomass 
Consortium, which was launched in 2011 by founding 
members BOEING and EPFL to promote the further 
development of the biomass and bioenergy sustainability 
standards established by the RSB.
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Stakeholder mapping was chosen as a suitable tool to bet-
ter understand and connect with important stakeholders 
in the biofuel development and utilization process. The 
tool operates by determining the power of stakeholders 
and their interest regarding a given undertaking. The aim 
of stakeholder analysis is to gauge which stakeholders are 
likely to have an impact on, or be affected by, biofuel 
development. A list of key stakeholders and their interest 
areas in relation to biofuel development and utilization 
are indicated in Table 1.

STEP 1
STAkEhoLdER mAPPing

The method used for mapping stakeholders was desktop 
review and discussions with the Ethiopian Biofuel Deve-
lopment and Utilization Directorate director. Discussion 
with the Biofuel Development & Utilization Directorate 
director helped to identify stakeholders that are members 
of the national forum on biofuel. Desktop review led to 
the identification of other key stakeholders such as: the 
Wildlife Protection Authority, the Ministry of Labor and 
Social Affairs, the Ethiopian Institute of Biodiversity etc.

S/N Stakeholders Interest Areas

1 Ministry of Water and 
Energy (Biofuel Development 
and Utilization Directorate)

· Feedstock production and processing of biofuels
· Utilization of biofuels

2 Environmental Protection 
Authority

· Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) and Environmental Impact As-
sessment (EIA)

· Handling and utilization of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) and 
alien species

· Prevention of environmental degradation and pollution
· Ascertainment of environmental compliance

3 Ethiopian Institute 
of Biodiversity

· Biodiversity conservation
· Ensuring ecosystem balance

4 Ministry of Agriculture 
(Agricultural Extension,  
Natural Resources and 
Agricultural Investment 
Sections)

· Quarantine on plants and seeds 
· Natural resources (forest, soil & moisture) development & conservation
· Ensuring food security
· Administration and control of agricultural inputs (fertilizers & pesticides)
· Administration of agricultural investment lands

5 Ethiopian Institute 
of Agricultural Research 

· Training on appropriate technologies for biofuel development and utili-
zation

· Training and demonstration on biofuel development and utilization tech-
nologies

6 Ethiopian Investment 
Agency

· Allocation of investment permits
· Promotion, coordination and follow-up of biofuel investments
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7 Ministry of Finance  
and Economic Development

· Preparation and implementation of national development plans
· Follow-up and evaluation of the performance of sectoral and multi-sectoral 

development plans
· Initiation and implementation of monetary and fiscal polices
· Establishment of systems for budgeting, disbursement, accounting and 

auditing
· Mobilization of foreign development grants and negotiation for loans
· Management and coordination of bilateral economic cooperation

8 Ministry of Labour  
and Social Affairs

· Ensuring the maintenance of industrial peace in biofuel development and 
utilization

· Follow-up of the implementation of occupational health and safety 
standards in biofuel development and utilization

· Issuance of work permits for expatriates involved in biofuel development 
and utilization

· Provision of conditions for efficient and equitable employment services in 
biofuel development and utilization

· Solving disputes between employers and employees in biofuel development

9 Ministry of Trade · Provision of commercial registration and business licensing services
· Price determination for biofuels
· Maintaining lawful trade practices for biofuels
· Promotion of export trade for biofuels
· Trade agreements on biofuels
· Consumer protection related to biofuels
· Establishment of the legal metrological system and regulation
· Quality control for export and import goods related to biofuel 

development and utilization

10 Sugar Corporation · Bio-ethanol production 

11 Ethiopian Standards Agency · Development of standards for blending of biofuels

12 Ministry of Science  
and Technology 

· Granting patent rights, prizes and incentives to individuals and 
institutions involved in the advancement of biofuel development  
and utilization

13 Higher learning institutions · Development or modification of technologies for biofuel processing

14 Ethiopian Fuel 
Organization

· Blending of biofuels

15 Wildlife Protection 
Authority

· Protection of high conservation value areas (including wildlife sanctuaries, 
National parks, Game reserves etc.)

16 Land Administration 
Authority

· Landholding rights for biofuel development
· Land use for different purposes (farming, grazing, settlement, forest, etc.)
· Land title transfer and compensation payments

17 Ethiopian Revenue  
and Customs Authority

· Tax and duty exemption incentives given to investors engaged in biofuel 
development

18 Ministry of Culture and 
Tourism

· Preservation, development and utilization of the countries’ natural heritage
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19 Green Forum · Lobbying on issues related to environmental policies and practices

20 Forum for Environment · Lobbying on issues related to environmental policies and practices

23 Metehara and Fincha sugar 
production and ethanol 
processing factories

· Biofuel production and marketing

24 Nile Petrol · Blending ethanol with benzene 

25 Feedstock producers · Growing feedstock (Castor, Jatropha and Palm)

In order to further enrich the desktop studies, a field vi-
sit was conducted in the SNNPR Region (in the Chiha 
Woreda of the Guraghe Zone) to visit ATRIF Alternative 
Energy PLC, a Jatropha development farm. Visits were 
also carried out in the Oromia Region (in the East Shewa 

This analysis acted as a first necessary step in the process 
of studying the current Ethiopian regulatory framework 
in relation to the RSB Principles and Criteria.

S/N
Company/organization 
Name

Investment 
Region Land Acquired (ha) Plant Type

1 ATRIF Alternative Energy Plc SNNPR 108 (65 developed) Jatropha

2 Fri-EL Ethiopia Farming  
& Processing Plc

SNNPR 1000 ha (280 developed) Palm

3 Agro Peace Bio-Ethiopia Plc Somali Region 2000 ha (piloted on 10 ha) Castor

4 Africa Power Initiative Tigray 50,000 ha Jatropha, Castor, 
Candelnut

5 Global Energy Ethiopia Plc SNNPR 20,000 ha & 20,000 out growers Castor

6 ORDA Amhara 884 Jatropha

7 Al-Habesh Sugar Mill Oromia 70,000 Sugar cane

Zone) at the Metehara Sugar Factory to observe sugar 
production ethanol processing. Actual practices in biofuel 
feedstock production and processing were observed to 
identify existing gaps in biofuel development and utiliza-
tion and to develop practical recommendations. 

Table 1: List of stakeholders and their interest areas in sustainable biofuel development

Table 2: List of organizations which are currently engaged in biofuel operations
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introduction
The study compares the existing regulatory references of 
the country with the RSB Standard Principles and Crite-
ria. Understanding the gaps between the current Ethio-
pian regulatory references and the RSB Standard can be 
considered as a first step towards the sustainable develop-
ment and utilization of biofuels in Ethiopia. The result 
of the study is an important input towards improving 
limitations observed in biofuel development efforts in the 
country as it highlights the existing legal references and 
the gaps that need additional regulation.

objective of the study
The general objective of the study is to understand the 
current regulatory context in Ethiopia related to the bio-
fuel sector. Specific objectives of the study are to:

i) Analyze gaps of the current regulatory requirements of 
the country against the criteria provided by the world-
wide RSB voluntary Standard.

ii)  Provide input for any necessary adaptation of the 
RSB voluntary Standard to make it suitable to the 
local legislation under study.

iii)  Indicate how legislation can better use voluntary stan-
dards for policy development.

STEP 2
REguLAToRy STudy:  
An AnALySiS oF ThE EThioPiAn 
REguLAToRy FRAmEwoRk  
BASEd on ThE RSB PRinCiPLES 
And CRiTERiA
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methodology
The methodology used for the study included, as a first 
step, as desktop review of relevant proclamations, regu-
lations and international conventions ratified by the 
country. In order to further relevant information, field 
visits were conducted at the following sites: (i) Jatropha 
feedstock development by ATRIF Alternative Energy Plc 
in the Chiha Woreda, Guraghe Zone, of the Southern 
Nations, Nationalities and Peoples Region (SNNPR); and 
(ii) sugar production and bio-ethanol processing at Mete-
hara Sugar Factory in the Fentale Woreda, East Shewa 
Zone, of the Oromia Region. Visits carried out from Sep-

tember 19, 2011 to September 25, 2011 on the actual 
practices of biofuel feedstock production and bio-ethanol 
processing provided the team with an opportunity to fur-
ther understand existing gaps in the regulatory framework 
of the country in relation to biofuel development and uti-
lization, and to develop practical recommendations. 

Comparison of the criteria provided by the worldwide 
RSB Standard and the current regulatory framework of 
the country has been carried out based on a set of Gene-
ric Framework Criteria related to the various aspects of 
social, economic and environmental sustainability. The 
diagram below shows the process of the analysis.

General framework criteria 
for environmental social 
and economic sustainable 
development and utilization 
of biofuels 

RSB Priniciples and Criteria 
in relation to the general 
framework criteria

Regulatory references in 
relation to RSB Principles and 
Criteria

Conformity or gaps between 
regulatory references and RSB 
Principles & Criteria

Recomendations to enhance 
the sustainable development 
and utilization of biofuels

Comparision of Ethiopian regulations applicable to biofuel with the RSB Standard Principles and Criteria

Fig.2: Comparison framework
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key findings
The general objective of the study is to understand the 
current regulatory context in Ethiopia related to the bio-
fuel sector. Specific objectives are to: i) analyze gaps in the 
current regulatory requirements of the country, against 
the criteria provided by the worldwide RSB voluntary 
Standard; ii) provide input on any necessary adaptation 
of the RSB voluntary Standard in order to be aligned with 
the local legislation under study; and iii) investigate how 
legislation can better use voluntary standards within offi-
cial policies. The method used for the study was desktop 
review of relevant proclamations, regulations and interna-
tional conventions ratified by the country.

Comparison of regulatory references with the RSB Stan-
dard was done after identifying regulatory references rele-
vant to the set of general framework criteria provided as 
a reference. The report presents detailed information on 
the comparison of the Standard with the regulatory refe-
rences, in order to identify gaps and provide recommen-
dations.

In relation to the legality principle (Principle 1) of the 
Standard, which states that biofuel operations shall com-
ply with all applicable laws and regulations of the country 
in which the operation occurs and with relevant interna-
tional laws and agreements, the country has many regula-
tory references (proclamations and regulations) applicable 
to the biofuel sector, including ratifications of internatio-
nal laws and agreements. However, it still needs regula-
tory references that explicitly address sustainable produc-
tion and utilization of biofuels.

According to Principle 2 of the Standard, sustainable 
biofuel operations shall be planned, implemented, and 
continuously improved through an open, transparent, 
and consultative impact assessment and management 
process and an economic viability analysis. The Standard 
explicitly indicates the need for social and environmental 
impact assessment; free, prior and informed consent; and 
a business plan that reflects a commitment to long-term 
economic viability. 

Except for the need for specific directives that require 
conducting project impact assessments, the regulatory 
references meet the Standard requirements in relation to 
the need for impact assessment. The regulatory reference 
in relation to Free, Prior & Informed Consent (FPIC) 
partially addresses the Standard requirement. It focuses 
only on genetic resources and indigenous knowledge. 
Specific directives or guidelines related to business plans 
and appraisal of long-term viability of investment projects 
are required. In general, the existing regulatory reference 
partially addresses the Standard requirements in relation 
to Principle 2 of the RSB Standard. 

Principle 3 of the Standard requires that biofuels shall 
contribute towards climate change mitigation by signi-
ficantly reducing lifecycle GHG emissions as compared 
to fossil fuels. The Standard requires that a biofuel must 
meet GHG reduction requirements across its lifecycle to 
comply. The Standard has a minimum emission reduction 
threshold criterion and a lifecycle GHG emission calcu-
lation methodology. In this regard, the country’s regula-
tory framework has ratified the Kyoto Protocol on climate 
change and provides authority to the Environmental Pro-
tection Authority and competent agencies to formulate 
practical environmental standards based on scientific and 
environmental principles. The EPA has developed limit 
values for emission of pollutants into the air, especially 
from factories. Hence the regulatory references need to 
be made applicable to the whole supply chain rather than 
being limited to factories. Moreover, the regulatory refe-
rences do not indicate any methodology to estimate the 
extent of GHG emissions and they do not include thres-
holds for GHG emissions during blending. Hence the 
responsible authority, in collaboration with competent 
agents, needs to provide GHG calculation methodologies 
and minimum emission thresholds.

In relation to human and labor rights (RSB Principle 4), 
the Standard requires workers to enjoy freedom of asso-
ciation, the right to organize, and the right to collecti-
vely bargain. The Standard prohibits slave labor or for-
ced labor, discrimination at work and child labor. It also 
considers conditions of occupational safety and health for 
workers. Except for minimum wage and social security 
benefits for employees in the private sector, the country’s 
regulatory requirements meet most of the requirements 
indicated under this principle. 

In relation to rural and social development, Principle 5, 
the Standard states that in regions of poverty, biofuel 
operations shall contribute to the social and economic 
development of local, rural and indigenous people and 
communities. The Standard has requirements for impro-
ved socio-economic status of local stakeholders impacted 
by biofuel operations and for encouraging the partici-
pation of women, youth, and indigenous communities. 
The Biofuel Development and Utilization Strategy, issued 
in August 2007, foresees the contribution of biofuels to 
rural development through agricultural based growth (i.e. 
creating jobs in feedstock production; biofuel processing 
and transportation; and distributions of feedstocks and 
products). The regulatory reference partially addresses the 
Standard requirement, as it lacks explicit reference in rela-
tion to the need for training and capacity-building of the 
workers.
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In relation to local food security, Principle 6, the Stan-
dard requires that biofuel operations shall assess risks to 
food security in the region and locality and shall mitigate 
any negative impacts that result from biofuel operations. 
It also states that biofuel operations shall enhance the 
local food security of the directly affected stakeholders. 
The 2007 Biofuel Development and Utilization Strategy 
mentions that biofuel development should support food 
security. Such regulatory references are general, which 
means that there is a need to enact regulatory references 
that explicitly address the issues related to assessing the 
risks of food in security and the need to enhance local 
food security. In particular, regulations on the use of food 
crops for biofuels and allocation of land that is used for 
food crops to the production to biofuels need to be deve-
loped and implemented. 

Principle 7 of the Standard indicates that biofuel opera-
tions shall avoid negative impacts on biodiversity, eco-
systems and conservation values. The Standard requires 
that biofuel operations shall: maintain or enhance conser-
vation values of local, regional or national importance; 
maintain ecosystem functions and services; protect, res-
tore or create buffers zones; and minimize fragmentation 
of habitats. The Conservation and Utilization Proclama-
tion No. 542/2007 Article 11(1) requires that protected 
natural forests and forestlands shall be demarcated and 
conserved for the purpose of environmental protection 
and conservation of history, culture and biodiversity as 
well as for the purpose of field education. 

The Development, Conservation and Utilization of 
Wildlife Proclamation No. 541/2007 in Article 11(2) 
states that the authority shall ensure that development 
activities to be carried out in or outside of wildlife conser-
vation areas, shall be carried out in a way that the well-
being of the ecosystem of the area shall not be disrupted. 
In addition, the Rural Land Administration and Land 
Use Proclamation No. 456/2005 in Article 10, states that 
biodiversity in rural wetlands shall be conserved and uti-
lized in accordance with a suitable land-use strategy. Ad-
ditional regulatory references that explicitly address the 
issue of buffer zones around high value conservation areas 
and providing ecological corridors to maintain ecosystem 
integrity and prevention of invasive species, need to be 
enacted.

Principle 8 of the Standard states that biofuel operations 
shall implement practices to maintain or enhance the 
soil’s physical, chemical and biological conditions. The 
Standard indicates that a soil management plan that in-
cludes practices that prevent or reverse degradation over 
the long-term shall be implemented; the Standard prohi-
bits the use of chemicals recorded in the WHO’s 1a and 
1b lists; promotes practices like conservation agriculture 
to improve soil health; and requires periodic testing of soil 
organic matter content at feedstock production sites. In 
this regard, the Environmental Organ Establishment Pro-
clamation No. 295/2002 Article 6(12) provides authority 

to the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA). The 
EPA, in consultation with the competent agencies, has 
the authority to propose measures to discourage practices 
that may hamper the sustainable use of natural resources 
or promote the prevention of environmental degrada-
tion or pollution. In addition, the Environmental Pol-
lution Control Proclamation No. 300/2002 Article 6(1)
(c) provides authority to the EPA (in consultation with 
competent agencies) to formulate practical environmen-
tal standards based on scientific and environmental prin-
ciples, including standards for the types and amounts 
of substances that can be applied to the soil or be dis-
posed of, on or in it. Additional regulatory references are 
required in the following areas: (i) development of soil 
management plans by feedstock producers; (ii) prohibi-
tion/conditions on the use of chemicals recorded in the 
WHO’s 1a and 1b lists, and (iii) promotion of the use of 
conservation agriculture and periodic assessment of the 
soil organic matter. 

Principle 9 of the Standard indicates that biofuel opera-
tions shall respect existing water rights of local people; 
have a water management plan to increase water use effi-
ciency; maintain or enhance the quality and quantity of 
surface and ground water resources; not contribute to 
surface or ground water depletion and contribute to the 
improvement in the quality of surface and/or ground wa-
ter. The Water Resources Management Proclamation No. 
197/2000 in Article 8(1)(h) provides that the Ministry 
of Water and Energy, in consultation with the public bo-
dies concerned, has to monitor the quality of water and 
health standards and review applications for a permit to 
discharge or release polluted water into water resources. 
Specific regulatory references that address issues related 
to the need for water management plans, improvement of 
water use efficiency (water-saving), and the setting of buf-
fer zones for chemical and biological agents, are required.

Hence, regulatory references need to be enacted in the 
following areas: prohibition of withdrawal of water 
beyond replenishment capacity of the water table, water-
course, or reservoir from which the water comes, water ef-
ficiency and saving practices, protection of critical aquifer 
recharge areas, creation of buffer zones between operation 
sites and surface or ground water resources and treatment 
or recycling of waste water.

Principle 10 of the Standard states that air pollution from 
biofuel operations shall be minimized along the supply 
chain. The Standard requires that air pollutant emissions 
shall be minimized and open-air burning shall be avoided 
or eliminated within three years of obtaining RSB certifi-
cation. Pollution Control Proclamation No. 300/2002 in 
Article 6(1)(b) provides that the Ethiopian Environmen-
tal Protection Agency should enact air quality standards 
that specify the ambient air quality and give the allowable 
amounts of emissions for both stationary and mobile air 
pollution sources. Accordingly, the EPA has developed 
allowable limits for emission of air pollutants from fac-
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tories. Th ere is still a need to develop allowable emission 
limits from emission sources other than factories. In addi-
tion, regulatory references should be enacted in relation 
to the use of the best available technology to reduce air 
pollution. Regulatory references that address the practice 
of open burning are also required.

Principle 11 states that the use of technologies in biofuel 
operations shall seek to maximize production effi  ciency 
and minimize the risk of damages to the environment and 
people. Th e Standard requires the prevention of the re-
lease of micro-organisms used in biofuels operations into 
the environment; the practice of good storage, handling, 
use, and disposal of biofuels and chemicals; and the safe 
management of residues, wastes and by-products from 
feedstock processing and biofuel production. Regulatory 
references generally address issues related to the availabi-
lity of information on the use of technologies; conditions 
for use of Genetically Modifi ed Organisms; contained use 
of micro-organisms; handling, application and disposal of 
chemicals; and the management of residues, wastes and 
byproducts. Further regulatory references that explicitly 
address the requirements for ground and aerial applica-
tion of fertilizers; the issue of a waste or by-product mana-
gement plan (not limited to a solid waste management 
plan only); and issues for safe burning of waste and by-
products, need to be developed.

Principle 12 of the Standard states 
that biofuel operations shall respect 
land rights and land use rights. Th e 
Standard requires that existing land 
rights and land use rights shall be 
assessed and free, prior, and infor-
med consent shall form the basis of 
all negotiated agreements. Th e Rural 
Land Administration and Land Use 
Proclamation No. 456/2005 Article 
5 (4) provides that, subject to giving 
priority to peasant farmers/semi-
pastoralists and pastoralists, private 
investors that engage in agricultural 
development activities shall have the 
right to use rural land in accordance 
with the investment policies and laws at federal and regio-
nal levels. Article 8(1) of the same Proclamation provides 
that peasant farmers, semi-pastoralist and pastoralists who 
have land holding certifi cates, can lease to other farmers 
or investors, land from their holding of a size suffi  cient 
for the intended development in a manner that shall not 
displace them, and for a period of time to be determined 
by rural land administration laws.

Th e regulatory reference needs to enact provisions that 
enforce the need for a detailed assessment of the lands to 
be carried out before any land acquisition can occur for 
any project. Th is will help with the identifi cation of the 
existing rights-holders and land users, their interests, the 
extent of the land over which they have rights, the proper-

ties on the land etc. Th e regulatory references need to pro-
vide requirements that explicitly address the issue of land 
valuation and free, prior and informed consent of local 
communities (without coercion to alter land use rights).

In general, comparison of the existing regulatory refe-
rences of Ethiopia that are applicable to biofuels with 
the worldwide RSB Standard, shows that there are many 
regulatory references applicable to biofuels, but addi-
tional regulatory references are required. Th is study has 
identifi ed gaps mainly in relation to the RSB standard 
principles on planning, monitoring and continuous im-
provement; rural and social development; food security; 
conservation; use of inputs/technology; and land rights 
& land use rights.

Th e Biofuel Development and Utilization Directorate 
should consider developing directives applicable to bio-
fuels development by making use of the fi ndings of this 
comparative study and other relevant information. Th e 
existing platform (the Biofuel Development and Utiliza-
tion Coordination Forum) should be used to formulate 
a comprehensive directive applicable to the development 
and utilization of biofuels in Ethiopia. Using incentives 
that increase the competitive advantages of the participa-
ting operators, such as certifi cates for good practice, is ad-
visable - to encourage newly involved participating ope-
rators to adhere to all the requirements of the standard.

Fig.3: Jatropha plantation by ATRIF Alternative Energy PLC 
in Chiha Woreda of the Guraghae Zone

Fig.4: Sugarcane plantation at Metehara in the Fentale 
Woreda of the Oromia Region
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Regulatory study
The RSB Standard covers the entire supply chain from 
biomass production to end-user. The Standard (i) main-
tains a third-party accredited certification system for 
organizations in the supply chain that wish to demons-
trate compliance with the RSB Standard and prove their 
commitment to sustainable and responsible production, 
processing and distribution practices; (ii) promotes its 
Standard worldwide so that industry can adapt to a single 
standard and be assured of certification in, and access to, 
open markets around the globe; and (iii) provides techni-
cal support, user-friendly tools and applications to help 
operators move towards certification. Certificates of com-
pliance are delivered to operators that are evaluated as 
compliant with the RSB Principles & Criteria and other 
relevant components of the RSB Standard.

The Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels (RSB) issued 
Principles and Criteria {RSB-GUI-01-000 (version 2.0)} 
for sustainable biofuels production in 05/11/2010, as the 
basis for a global stakeholder discussion around require-
ments for sustainable biofuels. The Principles & Crite-
ria described herein include principles (general tenets of 
sustainable production), criteria (conditions to be met to 
achieve these tenets), and requirements (differentiated in 
minimum and progress requirements that further detail 
the criteria). 

The RSB Principles & Criteria for Sustainable Biofuels 
(RSB-STD-01-001) provide guidelines on best practice 
in the production and processing of biofuel feedstock and 
raw material, and for the production, use and transport 
of liquid biofuels. The Standard specifies requirements for 
the certification of sustainable biofuel operations along 
the entire supply chain. It identifies four types of opera-
tors subject to different sustainability requirements within 
the Standard. These include: feedstock producers, feeds-
tock processors, biofuel producers and biofuel blenders. 
Throughout the Standard, the requirements that apply to 
each of the operators listed above are identified.

The RSB seeks to be an operational certification standard 
and has issued its first compliance certificate in 2012. The 
adoption of Version 2 of the RSB Standard will not be 
the end of the standard development process, but rather 
the beginning of an ever-evolving standard - reflecting 
current technical, environmental and social realities. The 
biofuel sector is rapidly changing and the RSB will conti-
nue to be open and flexible to integrating new informa-
tion and technology developments into the Standard to 
stay relevant in the next decade and beyond. Hence, a 
comparative study of the regulatory references of Ethiopia 
with this ever-evolving Standard is helpful in identifying 
gaps observed in the regulatory references and in seeking 
relevant solutions.

Comparison of the criteria provided by the worldwide 

RSB Standard and the current regulatory framework of 
the country has therefore been carried out by an in-depth 
assessment of the Principles & Criteria provided by the 
RSB and the relevant regulatory references applicable to 
the sustainable development and utilization of biofuels. 
The RSB 12 principles, their criteria and requirements 
were reviewed during the comparative study.

Principle 1: Legality 

PRinCiPLE 1: BioFuEL oPERATionS 
ShALL FoLLow ALL APPLiCABLE 
LAwS And REguLATionS

Criterion 1: Biofuel operations shall comply with all ap-
plicable laws and regulations of the country in which the 
operation occurs and with relevant international laws and 
agreements.

Operators who must comply: Feedstock producers, 
feedstock processors, biofuel producers. 

Pursuant to the legality principle (Criterion 1) of the 
Standard, the country has many regulatory references 
(proclamations and regulations) applicable to the biofuel 
sector, including the ratification of international laws and 
agreements. The Constitution of the Federal Democra-
tic Republic of Ethiopia, Proclamation No. 1/1995, in 
Article 43 on the right to development, provides that the 
basic aim of development activities shall be to enhance 
the capacity of citizens for development and to meet their 
basic needs. Article 44 of the same Proclamation states 
that all persons have the right to a clean and healthy envi-
ronment. 

Under the umbrella of the Constitution, various procla-
mations, regulations and directives have been formulated. 
Many of these proclamations, regulations and directives 
have provisions and/or prohibitions applicable to the sus-
tainable development and utilization of biofuels. Hence 
biofuel operations in the country should comply with all 
these relevant regulatory references. However, further regu-
latory references that explicitly address sustainable produc-
tion and utilization of biofuels in the country are required. 
In this regard, referring to internationally accepted standards 
is worthwhile. 
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Principle 2: Planning, monitoring 
and continuous improvement

PRinCiPLE 2: SuSTAinABLE BioFuEL 
oPERATionS ShALL BE PLAnnEd, 
imPLEmEnTEd, And ConTinuouSLy 
imPRovEd ThRough An oPEn, 
TRAnSPAREnT, And ConSuLTATivE 
imPACT ASSESSmEnT And 
mAnAgEmEnT PRoCESS And An 
EConomiC viABiLiTy AnALySiS

A comparison of the regulatory references with the RSB 
Standard was done considering the following General 
Framework Criteria which include: (i) impact assessment; 
(ii) free and informed consent; and (iii) economic viability 
and production efficiency. A comparison was done consi-
dering the three criteria of the RSB in terms of Principle 
2, which are Criterion 2a, Criterion 2b and Criterion 2c.

Criterion 2a of the Standard states that biofuel opera-
tions (by feedstock producers, feedstock processors and 
biofuel producers) shall undertake an impact assessment 
process, to assess the impacts and risks and to ensure sus-
tainability throughout the development of effective, and 
efficient implementation, mitigation, monitoring and 
evaluation plans. The Minimum requirements in terms 
of this Criterion indicate that a screening exercise shall 
be required for all new and existing operations (and ex-
tended to operations of all sizes) to determine whether 
an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) 
or a Rapid Environmental and Social Assessment (RESA) 
is required. The Standard requirement also indicates that 
participating operators shall conduct a RESA or ESIA (if 
required), in accordance with the RSB Impact Assessment 
Guidelines (RSB-GUI-01-002-01), the RESA Guidelines 
(RSB-GUI-01-002-04) and the ESIA Guidelines (RSB-
GUI-01-002-03) respectively, as determined by the scale 
and intensity of the operations. 

Environmental Impact Assessment Proclamation No. 
299/2002, in Article 7(1)-(5), states that a proponent shall 
undertake an environmental impact assessment, identify 
the likely adverse impacts of the project, incorporate 
methods to prevent or contain impacts, and submit the 
environmental impact study report to the authority or the 
relevant regional environmental agency, together with the 
documents determined as necessary by the Authority or 
the relevant regional environmental agency. A proponent 
shall ensure that the environmental impact of the project 
is conducted, and the environmental impact study report 
prepared by experts. The cost of undertaking an environ-
mental impact assessment and preparing an environmen-
tal impact study report shall be borne by the proponent; 
and, when implementing the project, a proponent shall 
fulfill the terms and conditions of authorization. 

Environmental Impact Assessment Proclamation No. 
299/2002, in Article 5, shows projects requiring Environ-
mental Impact Assessment as follows: Article 5(1) states 
that every project which falls in any category listed in any 
directive issued pursuant to this Proclamation shall be 
subject to an environmental impact assessment; Article 
5(2) states that any directive provided under 5(1) of this 
Article shall, amongst other things, determine categories 
of: (a) projects not likely to have negative impacts, and so 
not requiring an environmental impact assessment; and 
(b) projects likely to have negative impacts and thus re-
quiring an environmental impact assessment. The Ethio-
pian Rural Energy Development and Promotion Center 
was established through Proclamation No. 269/2002, 
and Article 6(6) of the Proclamation provides the Cen-
ter with authority to evaluate the social, economic and 
environmental impacts of using various energy sources 
and technologies. Recently, the Definition of Powers and 
Duties of the FDRE Proclamation No. 691/2010, in Ar-
ticle 36(8), transfers the powers and duties of the Center 
to the Ministry of Water and Energy. Hence, except for 
the need for specific directives that enforce conducting im-
pact assessments of projects, the regulatory references meet the 
Standard requirements.

Criterion 2b of the Standard indicates that Free, Prior & 
Informed Consent (FPIC) shall form the basis of the process 
to be followed during all stakeholder consultations, which 
shall be gender-sensitive and result in consensus-driven 
negotiated agreements. The minimum requirements of 
this Criterion, amongst others, include: (i) the Environ-
mental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) facilitators 
shall invite all locally-affected stakeholders, local leaders, 
representatives of community and indigenous peoples 
groups and all relevant stakeholders to participate in the 
consultative process; (ii) special attention shall be made 
to ensure that women, youth, indigenous and vulnerable 
people can participate meaningfully in meetings and ne-
gotiations; and (iii) relevant government authorities shall 
be included in the stakeholder process to ensure efficient 
streamlining of the process with legal requirements.

The Access to Genetic Resources and Community Know-
ledge, and Community Rights Proclamation No. 482 
/2006, in Article 7, provides local communities with the 
right to regulate access to their community knowledge as 
follows: (a) the right to give prior informed consent for 
access to their community knowledge; (b) while exerci-
sing the right to give prior informed consent, they have 
the right to refuse consent when they believe that the in-
tended access will be detrimental to the integrity of their 
cultural or natural heritage; (c) the right to withdraw, or 
place restriction on, the prior informed consent they have 
given for access to their community knowledge, where 
they find out that such consent is likely to be detrimental 
to their socio-economic life or their natural or cultural he-
ritage; and (d) the right to demand the restriction or wit-
hdrawal of the prior informed consent given by the Ins-
titute of Biodiversity for access to their genetic resources 
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where they find out that it is likely to be detrimental to 
their socio-economic life or their natural or cultural heri-
tage. The regulatory reference in relation to Free, Prior & 
Informed Consent (FPIC) does not addresses the Standard 
requirement - as it focuses only on genetic resources and indi-
genous knowledge.

Criterion 2c of the Standard indicates that biofuel ope-
rators shall implement a business plan that reflects a com-
mitment to long-term economic viability. In relation to 
this Criterion, the Re-enactment of the Investment Pro-
clamation No. 280/2002, in Article 13(1), requires that 
an application for an investment permit shall be made 
in a form designed for such purpose and submitted to 
the appropriate investment organ together with the pro-
ject profile, investment capital, target region of operation 
and employment opportunities that it creates. In addi-
tion, Article 15 of the same Proclamation indicates that 
an investment permit shall be renewed annually until an 
investor commences the marketing of outputs or services; 
provided that the investor shall submit progress reports 
on the implementation of the project, to the appropriate 
organ, at the end of every six months. The existing regula-
tory reference partially addresses the Standard requirements. 
Specific directives or guidelines related to a business plan and 
appraisal of long-term viability are required. 

Principle 3: greenhouse gas 
emissions

PRinCiPLE 3: BioFuELS ShALL 
ConTRiBuTE To CLimATE ChAngE 
miTigATion By SigniFiCAnTLy 
REduCing LiFECyCLE ghg 
EmiSSionS AS ComPAREd To FoSSiL 
FuELS

Criterion 3a of the Standard indicates, that in geographic 
areas with a legislative biofuel policy or regulations in 
force, in which biofuel must meet GHG reduction requi-
rements across its lifecycle to comply with such policy or 
regulations and/or to qualify for certain incentives, that 
biofuel operations subject to such policy or regulations 
shall comply with such policy and regulations and/or 
qualify for the applicable incentives. The Environmental 
Pollution Control Proclamation No. 300/2002 in Article 
6(1)(b) provides authority to the Environmental Protec-
tion Authority and competent agencies to formulate prac-
ticable environmental standards based on scientific and 
environmental principles, such as air quality standards 
that specify the ambient air quality and give the allowable 
amounts of emission for both stationary and mobile air 
pollution sources. Accordingly, the Environmental Pro-
tection Authority has developed limit values for factories 
emissions.

In terms of Article 20 of this Proclamation, the Council 
of Ministers has issued a regulation to provide for pre-
vention of industrial pollution: the Industrial Pollution 
Regulation No. 159/2008. The Council of Ministers 
Regulation to Provide for Prevention of Industrial Pol-
lution Regulation No. 159/2008 in Article 4(1) states 
that a factory subject to this regulation, shall prevent, or 
if that is not possible, shall minimize the generation of 
every pollutant to an amount not exceeding the limit set 
by the relevant environmental standard and dispose of it 
in an environmentally sound manner. Article 4(2) of the 
same regulation states that every factory shall have the 
obligation to handle equipment, inputs and products in a 
manner that prevents damage to the environment and to 
human and animal health. 

In addition, the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol to the 
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change autho-
rized the Environmental Protection Authority to take 
actions necessary to implement the Protocol, in coopera-
tion with the appropriate federal, regional and city admi-
nistration government organs. The Kyoto Protocol to the 
UNFCCC, in Article 2(1)(a)(vii), provides authority to 
the responsible organ (the EPA and competent agents) to 
implement and/or further elaborate on policies and mea-
sures in accordance with its national circumstances, such 
as measures to limit and/or reduce emissions of green-
house gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol in 
the transport sector. Article 2(1)(a)(iv) of the Protocol 
requires research on the promotion, development and in-
creased use of new and renewable forms of energy, carbon 
dioxide sequestration technologies and on advanced and 
innovative environmentally sound technologies. 

In summary, the EPA has developed limit values for emis-
sions of pollutants, such as: hydrogen fluoride (HF), nitrogen 
dioxide (NO2), hydrogen chloride (HCl), and volatile orga-
nic carbon - especially from factories. However, the regulatory 
references do not have provisions that meet the GHG reduc-
tion requirements of the Standard. 

Criterion 3b of the Standard states that Lifecycle GHG 
emissions of biofuels shall be calculated using the RSB 
lifecycle GHG emission calculation methodology, which 
incorporates methodological elements and input data 
from authoritative sources; is based on sound and accep-
ted science; is updated periodically as new data becomes 
available; has system boundaries from well to wheel; in-
cludes GHG emissions from land-use change including, 
but not limited to, above- and below-ground carbon stock 
changes; and, incentivizes the use of co-products, residues 
and waste in such a way that the lifecycle GHG emissions 
of the biofuel are reduced. The minimum requirement 
under this criterion is that the participating operator shall 
report the lifecycle GHG emissions of the feedstock or 
biofuels using the RSB GHG Calculation Methodology 
(RSB-STD-01-003-01). 

However, there are no regulatory references that indicate any 
methodology to estimate the extent of GHG emissions. Hence, 
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the adoption of a GHG calculation methodology should be 
considered.

Criterion 3c: Biofuel blends shall have on average 50% 
lower lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions relative to the 
fossil fuel baseline. Each biofuel in the blend shall have 
lower lifecycle GHG emissions than the fossil fuel base-
line. The minimum requirement under this Criterion is 
that lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions of a biofuel blend, 
calculated following the methodology in Criterion 3b, 
shall be on average 50% lower than the applicable fossil 
fuel baseline. The Criterion also has a progress require-
ment that states that the minimum lifecycle GHG reduc-
tion of the biofuel blend, starting at 50%, shall increase 
over time. The Environmental Protection Authority has 
developed limit values for emissions of factories into the air. 
However, these limit values (thresholds) do not indicate va-
lues for CO2 emissions.

Principle 4: human  
and labor rights

PRinCiPLE 4: BioFuEL oPERATionS 
ShALL noT vioLATE humAn RighTS 
oR LABoR RighTS, And ShALL 
PRomoTE dECEnT woRk And ThE 
wELL-BEing oF woRkERS

Criterion 4a: Workers shall enjoy freedom of association, 
the right to organize and the right to collectively bargain. 
In relation to freedom of association (as defined by ILO) 
and collective bargaining (ILO 98), the Standard provides 
that workers shall enjoy freedom of association, the right 
to organize and the right to collectively bargain. Labor 
Proclamation No. 377/2003, in Article 113(1), provides 
that workers and employers shall have the right to esta-
blish and form trade unions or employers’ associations res-
pectively, and actively participate therein. Article 125(1) 
of the same Proclamation provides that trade unions shall 
have the right to bargain a collective agreement with one 
or more employers or with their organization. In this case, 
the regulatory reference meets the Standard requirements.

Criterion 4b: No slave labor or forced labor shall occur. 
The Standard criteria require that no slave labor or forced 
labor shall occur. In line with this issue, the Labor Pro-
clamation No. 377/2003 in Article 12(3), states that an 
employer has an obligation to respect the worker’s human 
dignity. In addition, Ethiopia has ratified the Convention 
on Forced or Compulsory Labor No. 29, adopted by the 
International Labor Organization at its Fourteenth ses-
sion held in June 1930 through the provision of the Inter-
national Labor Organization Conventions’ Ratification 
Proclamation No. 336/2003 Article 2(2). Article 1(1) 
of the ratified Convention on Forced Labor (C29 For-

ced Labor Convention, 1930) provides that each mem-
ber of the International Labor Organization that ratifies 
this Convention undertakes to suppress the use of forced 
or compulsory labor in all its forms within the shortest 
possible period. Article 4(1) of the same Convention pro-
vides that the competent authority shall not impose or 
permit the imposition of forced or compulsory labor for 
the benefit of private individuals, companies or associa-
tions. 

Ethiopia has also ratified the Abolition of Forced Labor 
Convention of 1957 (No. 105); through Proclamation 
No. 152/1999, Article 2(2). Article 1 of the Convention 
on Abolition of Forced Labor (C105 Abolition of For-
ced Labor Convention, 1957), states that each member 
of the International Labor Organization that ratifies this 
Convention, shall undertake to suppress and not to make 
use of any form of forced or compulsory labor. Article 2 
of the same Convention provides that each member of 
the International Labor Organization, which ratifies this 
Convention, undertakes to take effective measures to se-
cure the immediate and complete abolition of forced or 
compulsory labor, as specified in Article 1 of this Conven-
tion. In this regard, the regulatory reference addresses the 
Standard requirement.

Criterion 4c: No child labor shall occur, except on family 
farms - and then only when work does not interfere with 
the child’s schooling and does not put his or her health at 
risk. The minimum requirements of this criterion are: ha-
zardous child labor, as defined by ILO Convention 138, 
is not allowed; and, work by children on family small 
holdings is only acceptable under adult supervision and 
when work does not interfere with the child’s schooling 
nor puts his or her health at risk. Ethiopia has ratified the 
Minimum Age Convention of 1973 (No. 138) though 
Proclamation No. 152/1999 (Article (2)).

In relation to the worst forms of child labor (hazardous 
child labor), the Labor Proclamation No. 377/2003, in 
Article 89(4), provides that the Ministry of Labor and So-
cial Affairs may prescribe a list of activities prohibited to 
young workers, which shall include in particular: a) work 
in the transport of passengers and goods by road, railway, 
air and internal waterways, docksides and warehouses 
involving heavy weight lifting, pulling or pushing, or any 
other related type of labor; b) work connected with elec-
tric power generation plants, transformers or transmission 
lines; c) underground work, such as in mines, quarries 
and similar work; d) work in sewers and digging tunnels.

Ethiopia has ratified the Convention Concerning Prohi-
bition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the 
Worst Forms of Child Labor No. 182, adopted by the 
International Labor Conference held on 1 June 1999, 
through Proclamation No. 335/2003 in Article 2. Article 
3(a)-(b) of the Convention prohibits worst forms of child 
labor such as: (a) all forms of slavery or practices simi-
lar to slavery, such as the sale and trafficking of children, 
debt bondage and serfdom and forced or compulsory 
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labor, including forced or compulsory recruitment of 
children for use in armed conflict; (b) the use, procure-
ment or offering of a child for prostitution, production of 
pornography or for pornographic performances; (c) the 
use, procurement or offering of a child for illicit activities, 
in particular for the production and trafficking of drugs 
as defined in the relevant international treaties; (d) work 
which by its nature, or the circumstances in which it is 
carried out, is likely to harm the health, safety or morals 
of children. Hence, in relation to the criteria for worst forms 
of child labor, regulatory requirements meet the Standard 
requirements.

In relation to the framework minimum age, the Standard 
explicitly sets the minimum age for workers - with ILO 
138 as a minimum threshold. It requires that the parti-
cipating operator provides objective evidence demons-
trating that her/his/its operation/s does/do not engage 
children of age 14 and under (or the legal national age). 
Exceptions may be made in the case of family farms – 
only acceptable under adult supervision and when work 
does not interfere with the child’s schooling, nor puts his 
or her health at risk. The Federal Civil Servants Procla-
mation No. 515/2007, in Article 11(1)(a), provides that 
a person under the age of 18 years shall not be eligible to 
be a civil servant. Labour Proclamation No. 377/2003, in 
Article 89(2), prohibits employment of a person less than 
14 years of age. 

In addition, Ethiopia has ratified the Minimum Age 
Convention of 1973 (No. 138) through Proclamation 
No. 152/1999. Article 1 of the Convention states that 
each member for which the Convention is in force, un-
dertakes to pursue a national policy designed to ensure 
the effective abolition of child labor and to progressively 
raise the minimum age for admission to employment or 
work to a level consistent with the fullest physical and 
mental development of young persons. Article 2(3) of 
the same convention requires that the minimum age shall 
not be less than the age of completion of compulsory 
schooling and, in any case, shall not be less than 15 years. 
Article 2(4) of the same proclamation allows that, notwit-
hstanding the provisions Article 2(3), a member whose 
economy and educational facilities are insufficiently deve-
loped may, after consultation with the organizations of 
employers and workers concerned, where such exist, ini-
tially specify a minimum age of 14 years. Hence, in rela-
tion to minimum age, the regulatory requirements meet the 
Standard requirements.

Criterion 4d: Workers shall be free of discrimination of 
any kind, whether in employment or opportunity, with 
respect to gender, wages, working conditions, and social 
benefits. The Standard has a criteria for no discrimination 
at work due to race, religion, social, cultural, age, gen-
der or other factor. It requires that workers shall be free 
of discrimination of any kind, whether in employment 
or opportunity, with respect to gender, wages, working 
conditions, and social benefits. Employees, contracted 
labor, small out growers, and employees of out growers 

shall all be free from discrimination as per (ILO 111). 
The Labor Proclamation No. 377/2003, in Article 14(1), 
prohibits discrimination between workers on the basis of 
nationality, sex, religion, political outlook or any other 
condition. Article 14(1)(b) & (f ) express that it shall be 
unlawful for an employer to discriminate against female 
workers in matters of remuneration on the ground of 
their sex; and, discriminate between workers on the basis 
of nationality, sex, religion, political outlook or any other 
condition. 

In addition, Article 1(a) of the Discrimination, Employ-
ment and Occupation Convention 111, which has been 
ratified by the nation, prohibits any distinction, exclu-
sion or preference made on the basis of race, color, sex, 
religion, political opinion, national extraction or social 
origin, which has the effect of nullifying or impairing 
any opportunity or treatment in employment or occupa-
tion. Ethiopia has signed the Beijing Declaration at the 
Fourth World Conference on Women, and Article 24 of 
the Declaration requires employers to take all necessary 
measures to eliminate all forms of discrimination against 
women and the girl child and to remove all obstacles to 
gender equality and the advancement and empowerment 
of women. With regard to discrimination in the workplace, 
the regulatory requirement meets the Standard requirement.

Criterion 4e: Workers’ wages and working conditions shall 
respect all applicable laws and international conventions, 
as well as all relevant collective agreements. Where a go-
vernment-regulated minimum wage is in place in a given 
country and applies to a specific industry sector, this 
shall be observed. Where a minimum wage is absent, the 
wage paid for a particular activity shall be negotiated and 
agreed upon on an annual basis with the worker. Men and 
women shall receive equal remuneration for work of equal 
value. In this section of the study, the regulatory requi-
rement and the Standard requirement are compared by 
taking timely payment of wages, pensions and social secu-
rity benefits, minimum wage, living wages, equal remune-
ration, and working hours as comparative prerequisites.

The RSB requirement on timely payment of wages is that 
workers engaged in the operation/s of the participating 
operator, confirm that wages are paid on a monthly basis, 
or more frequently, in cash or in another form acceptable 
to workers. In this regard the Labor Proclamation No. 
377/2003, in Article 58, states that wages shall be paid 
at intervals provided for by law, collective agreement, 
work rules or the contract of employment. The Federal 
Civil Servants Proclamation No. 515/2007, in Article 8, 
declares that any government office shall, at the end of 
every month, make payments of salary to civil servants or 
their legal representatives. Hence, the regulatory framework 
plainly addresses the RSB requirement with regard to timely 
payment of salary. 

The issue of pensions and social security benefits has no 
reference in the RSB requirement. In Ethiopia, a pen-
sion proclamation was recently promulgated to include 
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workers at private organizations. Pension Proclamation 
No. 715/2011, Article 9(2) deals with the pension of em-
ployees of private organizations on their consent. Article 
3(2)(a) of the same Proclamation requires that their pen-
sion or provident fund shall be transferred to the private 
organizations’ employees’ pension fund, established under 
sub-Article 1 of this Article; provided, however, that the 
contribution in excess of what would have been contribu-
ted in accordance with this Proclamation shall be refun-
ded to the employees. The Federal Civil Servants Procla-
mation No. 515/2007 in Article 46, provides that a civil 
servant who has completed the probationary period shall: 
(a) have the right to get all medical services in govern-
ment medical institutions without incurring additional 
costs; and (b) have the right to get medical services, with 
half pay, in government medical institutions for his/her 
spouse and young children. Both the RSB Standard and 
the regulatory references do not explicitly address the issue of 
social security benefits to employees of private organizations.

Regarding minimum wage, the RSB Standard provides 
that where a government-regulated minimum wage is in 
place in a given country, this shall be observed. Where 
a minimum wage is absent, the wage paid for a particu-
lar activity shall be negotiated and agreed upon on an 
annual basis with the worker. The Federal Civil Servants 
Proclamation No. 515/2007 in Article 6, indicates the 
procedures to fix a salary scale. Article 6(1) of this Procla-
mation states that the Federal Civil Service Agency shall 
prepare a salary scale to be applicable to the Civil Service 
in general and shall submit the same to the Council of 
Ministers, and supervise its proper implementation upon 
approval. Article 6(2) indicates that the salary scale shall 
contain the base, maximum pay and step increments of 
each grade. Article 4 indicates that, when necessary, the 
Agency shall undertake periodic revisions of salary scales 
based on economic changes and other relevant condi-
tions and shall submit that for decision by the Council of 
Ministers. Article 19(1) of the same Proclamation states 
that any newly appointed civil servant shall be paid the 
basic salary, as fixed by the civil service salary scale, for the 
position to which he/she has been appointed. However, 
in private organizations, the minimum wage is determined 
through negotiation. The Minimum Wage Convention of the 
ILO has not been ratified.

With regards to the living wage, as defined locally to cover 
basic human services and a savings rate, both the RSB 
Standard requirement and regulatory requirements do 
not provide a reference that explicitly addresses the issue. 

In recognition of the issue of equal remuneration, the RSB 
requirement states that workers shall be free from discri-
mination of any kind, whether in employment or oppor-
tunity, with respect to gender, wages, working conditions, 
and social benefits. In this regard, Labor Proclamation 
No. 377/2003, in Article 14(b), considers discrimination 
against female workers in matters of remuneration on 
the ground of their sex, as an unlawful act. The Federal 
Civil Servants Proclamation No. 515/2008 in Article 7, 

declares ‘equal pay for equal work’ in a way in which all 
positions of equal value shall have an equal base salary. 
Moreover, the ILO Convention on Equal Remuneration 
(C100) of 1951 has been ratified through the provision of 
Proclamation No. 152/1999, in Article 2(3). Article 2(1) 
of the Convention provides that each member shall, by 
means appropriate to the methods in operation for deter-
mining rates of remuneration, promote and, insofar as is 
consistent with such methods, ensure the application to 
all workers of the principle of equal remuneration - for 
men and women workers for work of equal value. With 
respect to equal remuneration, the regulatory references well 
address the Standard requirements.

In relation to the maximum number of working hours, 
the Standard sets the maximum number of regular hours 
worked per week – which must not exceed 48 hours. It 
also provides that workers may work overtime which shall 
be voluntary, but total working hours shall not exceed 80 
hours per week. The Labour Proclamation No. 377/2003, 
in Article 61(1), provides that normal hours of work shall 
not exceed eight hours a day or forty-eight hours a week. 
The Federal Civil Servants Proclamation No. 515/2007, 
in Article 27, states that the regular working hours of civil 
servants shall be determined on the basis of the condi-
tions of their work and shall not exceed 40 hours a week. 
In this regard, the regulatory requirement meets the Standard 
requirements.

In order to compare issues of employment, a comparison 
was done considering the following general framework 
criteria: Labor contracts: general principle; transparency of 
employment practices; criteria for the use of written contracts; 
and criteria relating to the employment of seasonal and part-
time labor resources. In relation to labor contracts: gene-
ral principle, the RSB Standard requires that workers’ 
wages and working conditions shall respect all applicable 
laws and international conventions, as well as all relevant 
collective agreements. In this regard, the Labour Procla-
mation No. 377/2003, in Article 4(1)-(5), states the fol-
lowing: (1) a contract of employment shall be deemed to 
be formed where a person agrees directly or indirectly to 
perform work, for and under the authority of an employer, 
for a definite or indefinite period or piece work, in return 
for remuneration; (2) a contract of employment shall be 
stipulated clearly and in such a manner that the parties are 
left with no uncertainty as to their respective rights and 
obligations under the terms thereof; (3) a contract of em-
ployment shall specify the type of employment and place 
of work, the rate of wages and the method of calculation 
thereof, the manner and interval of payment, and the 
duration of the contract; (4) a contract of employment 
shall not be concluded for the performance of unlawful or 
immoral activities; (5) a contract of employment shall not 
lay down less favorable conditions for the employee than 
those provided for by law, collective agreement or work 
rules. Hence, the regulatory requirements meet the Standard 
requirements.

Concerning the issue of transparency of employment prac-
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tices, the requirement set by the RSB Standard indicates 
that management documents shall be publicly available, 
except where this is prevented by commercial confidenti-
ality or where disclosure of information would result in 
negative environmental or social outcomes. The Federal 
Civil Servants Proclamation No. 515/2007, in Article 16, 
deals with the Vacancy Announcement and Examination 
for Recruitment as follows: (1) government institutions 
shall advertise every vacant position to be filled by a new 
civil servant; (2) notwithstanding sub-Article 1 of this 
Article, whenever there is a shortage of professionals in 
the labor market, a government institution may solicit 
graduates of higher educational institutions for recruit-
ment in cooperation with the institutions; and (3) the 
Agency shall issue directives with regard to the adverti-
sing of vacant positions, the preparation and conducting 
of examinations and the disclosure of those results. In this 
regard, the regulatory reference partially addresses the Stan-
dard, since no references are provided in relation to the public 
availability of documents.

The RSB document has no explicit reference that addresses 
the issue of labor contracts. However, Labor Proclama-
tion No. 377/2003, in Article 6, provides that, subject 
to the provisions of the relevant law, a written contract 
of employment shall specify the following: 1) the name 
and address of the employer; 2) the name, age, address 
and work card number, if any, of the worker; 3) the agree-
ment of the contracting parties; and 4) the signature of 
the contracting parties. Article 7 of the same Proclama-
tion states that: (1) where the contract of employment is 
not made in written form, the employer shall, within 15 
days of the conclusion of the contract, give the worker 
a written and signed statement containing the require-
ments specified under Article 6 of this Proclamation; and 
(2) if the written statement referred to in sub-Article 1 
of this Article is not wholly or partly objected to by the 
worker within 15 days from the date of receipt, it shall be 
deemed as a contract of employment concluded between 
the worker and the employer. Hence the Standard needs to 
adopt regulatory references in relation to labor contracts.

When discussing the criteria relating 
to the employment of seasonal and 
part-time labor resources, the RSB 
Standard states that the operator shall 
assess ways in which the use of per-
manent and local labor can be pro-
moted and introduced over the use of 
migrant, seasonal and casual labor. In 
this respect, the Labour Proclamation 
No. 377/2003 puts conditions for 
seasonal labor under Article 10(1): 
Contract of Employment for Definite 
Period or Piece Work. Article 10(1) 
states that a contract of employment 
may be concluded for a definite pe-
riod or for piece work in the case of: 
(a) the performance of specified piece 

work for which the employee is employed; (b) the repla-
cement of a worker who is temporarily absent due to leave 
or sickness or other causes; (c) the performance of work 
in the event of abnormal pressure of work; (d) the per-
formance of urgent work to prevent damage or disaster 
to life or property, to repair defects or break downs in 
works, materials, buildings or plant of the undertaking; 
(e) irregular work which relates to a permanent part of the 
work of an employer but performed at irregular intervals; 
(f ) seasonal work which relates to the permanent part of 
the work of an employer, but which is performed only 
for a specified period of the year and which is regularly 
repeated in the course of the year; (g) occasional work 
which does not form part of the permanent activity of 
the employer, but which is done intermittently; (h) the 
temporary placement of a worker who has suddenly and 
permanently vacated from a post having a contract of an 
indefinite period; (i) the temporary placement of a worker 
to fill a vacant position in the period between the study 
of the organizational structure and its implementation. 
Hence the Labour Proclamation No. 377/2003 has set requi-
rements relating to the employment of seasonal or part-time 
workers, which satisfies the Standard requirements.

Criterion 4f: Conditions of occupational safety and health 
for workers shall follow internationally-recognized stan-
dards. The minimum requirement under this Criterion, 
is that workers shall not be exposed to any occupational 
health or safety hazards without adequate protection and 
training, as defined in national law and international 
standards. Conditions of work: general principle; criteria 
relating to safety at work (ILO 184); training on safety issues; 
a safe work environment; safety equipment & emergency kits; 
and handling of chemicals are the general framework cri-
teria used to compare Standard requirements with the 
regulatory references. In relation to the general principle 
on conditions of work, the Standard states that workers’ 
wages and working conditions shall respect all applicable 
laws and international conventions, as well as all relevant 
collective agreements. 

Fig.5: Ethanol production facility in Ethiopia
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The Labor Proclamation No. 377/2003, in Article 12, 
declares that an employer shall, in addition to special sti-
pulations in the contract of employment, have the fol-
lowing obligations: (1) to provide work to the worker in 
accordance with the contract of employment, and unless 
otherwise stipulated in the contract of employment, to 
provide him with implements and materials necessary 
for the performance of the work; (2) to pay the worker 
wages and other emoluments in accordance with this 
Proclamation or the collective agreement; (3) to respect 
the worker’s human dignity; (4) to take all the necessary 
occupational safety and health measures and to abide by 
the standards and directives to be given by the appropriate 
authorities in respect of these measures; (5) to defray the 
cost of medical examination of the worker, whenever such 
medical examination is required by law or the appropriate 
authority etc. The Occupational Safety and Health Direc-
tives of May 2008, Part VII No. 205 at page 105, guides 
employers to take steps to ensure assessment of any work-
place risks related to the safety and health of pregnant and 
nursing women, women’s reproductive health and youth. 
Hence the regulatory reference meets the Standard require-
ment in relation to the general principles on conditions of 
work.

The Standard explicitly addresses requirements for safety 
at work (ILO 184). It provides that conditions of occu-
pational safety and health for workers shall follow inter-
nationally-recognized standards. Labor Proclamation No. 
377/2003, in Article 12(4) & (5), declares the obligation 
of the employers: 12(4): to take all the necessary occupa-
tional safety and health measures and to abide by the stan-
dards and directives to be given by the appropriate autho-
rities in respect of these measures; and 12(5): to defray the 
cost of medical examination of the worker, whenever such 
medical examination is required by law or the appropriate 
authority. 

Article 92 of the same Proclamation obliges an employer 
to take the necessary measures to adequately safeguard 
the health and safety of the workers, and to in particu-
lar: (1) comply with the occupational health and safety 
requirements provided for in this Proclamation; and (2) 
take appropriate steps to ensure that workers are properly 
instructed and notified concerning the hazards of their 
respective occupations and the precautions necessary to 
avoid accident and injury to health; ensure that directives 
are given and also assign a safety officer; establish an occu-
pational safety and health committee – the establishment 
of which shall be determined by a directive issued by the 
Minister; (3) provide workers with personal protective 
equipment, clothing and materials, and instruct them of 
their use. In relation to safety at work, the regulatory refe-
rences well address the Standard requirements.

The Standard explicitly addresses training requirements 
on safety issues. The Standard requires that the participa-
ting operator provides objective evidence demonstrating 
that all workers are: trained, knowledgeable and regularly 
using protective equipment and installations; trained and 

knowledgeable in interpretation of labels, markings, signs, 
and other safety relevant audio and/or visual signals; trai-
ned and knowledgeable about work-related health and 
safety risks and preventative measures for minimizing 
the risk to health and safety; trained and knowledgeable 
about work-related risks to the environment and/or 
society; trained and knowledgeable about accident and 
emergency procedures; trained and knowledgeable about 
the correct application, transport, storage and handling of 
hazardous substances and wastes; and trained and know-
ledgeable about all other aspects of the operation/s of the 
participating operator that pose occupational health and 
safety risks or risks to the environment and/or to society.

The Labour Proclamation No. 377/2003, in Article 92(2), 
orders employers to take appropriate steps to ensure that 
workers are properly instructed and notified concerning 
the hazards of their respective occupations and the pre-
cautions necessary to avoid accident and injury to health; 
and Article 92(7) orders the employers to ensure that 
directives are given, to take appropriate pre-executions to 
ensure that all the processes of work shall not be a source 
or cause of physical, chemical, biological, ergonomic and/
or psychological hazards to the health and safety of the 
workers. The Federal Civil Servants Proclamation No. 
515/2007 in Article 48(4), sates that the Agency shall 
undertake studies on the occupational safety and health 
of work places and facilitate training for its implementa-
tion in the government institutions. Article 58(1) of the 
same Proclamation states that a government institution 
shall have the duty to identify the training needs of the 
institution and the civil servants and to prepare plans and 
a budget for training and thereby ensure that civil ser-
vants receive the necessary training; and furnish informa-
tion thereon to the Agency. Hence, in relation to training 
requirements on safety at work, the regulatory references meet 
the Standard requirement.

The Standard explicitly addresses requirements for crea-
ting a safe work environment. The participating operator 
has a health and safety policy in place, which applies to all 
workers, including contractors, workers and out growers. 
But this indicator is not applicable to small operations. 
The Labor Proclamation No. 377/2003, in Article 92(6), 
requires the employer to ensure that the workplace and 
premises do not cause danger to the health and safety of 
the workers; and Article 92(7) requires it to take appro-
priate pre-executions to ensure that all the work processes 
shall not be a source or cause of physical, chemical, biolo-
gical, ergonomic and psychological hazards to the health 
and safety of the workers. Article 12(4) of the same Pro-
clamation requires employers to take all the necessary 
occupational safety and health measures and to abide by 
the standards and directives to be given by the appropriate 
authorities in respect of these measures. Hence the regula-
tory reference meets the Standard requirement in relation to 
a safe work environment.

In relation to safety equipment and emergency kits, the 
Standard requires that the participating operator provides 
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objective evidence demonstrating that first aid kits, fire 
extinguishers and spill response materials are available in 
sufficient quantity (i.e. readily available and accessible to 
workers) and quality (i.e. current, periodically serviced 
and appropriate to address the associated hazards and 
risks) at all sites including mobile facilities and in the 
vicinity of agricultural sites - and that workers are know-
ledgeable of such equipment and its use. The Labor Pro-
clamation No. 377/2003, in Article 92(3) states that the 
employer has the responsibility to provide workers with 
personal protective equipment, clothing and materials 
and instruct them of their use. Hence the regulatory refe-
rence addresses the Standard requirement in relation to safety 
equipment and emergency kits.

The Standard explicitly addresses 
requirements for safe handling of che-
micals at work. It requires that good 
practices shall be implemented for 
the storage, handling, use, and dis-
posal of biofuels and chemicals. The 
Occupational Safety and Health Di-
rective issued by the Ministry of La-
bor and Social Affairs on May 2008, 
as per the provision of Proclama-
tion No. 377/2003 in Article 98(3), 
102(1) and 170(1)(a)-(e), lists opera-
tional control measures for chemical 
substances. Part III, in 63(f ) on page 
28 of the Directive, shows the requi-
rement for appropriate and adequate 
measures for safe transport, storage, 
use, disposal and treatment of waste. 
Hence the regulatory reference addresses the Standard requi-
rement in relation of safe handling of chemicals at work.

The comparison under this criterion has also been done 
considering the other framework criteria such as: heal-
thy work conditions, workers’ access to safe drinking water, 
workers’ access to sanitary facilities at work (showers), and 
workers’ access to medical assistance/insurance. The Stan-
dard explicitly addresses requirements for healthy work 
conditions. It requires that conditions of occupational 
safety and health for workers shall follow international-
ly-recognized standards. The Labor Proclamation No. 
377/2003, in Article 92, provides that an employer shall 
take the necessary measures to adequately safeguard the 
health and safety of the workers. Hence the regulatory refe-
rence addresses the Standard requirement in relation to heal-
thy work conditions.

The Standard explicitly addresses requirements for wor-
kers’ access to safe drinking water and workers’ access to sani-
tary facilities in the workplace. The Standard requires that 
participating operators provide objective evidence de-
monstrating that all workers have access to clean sanitary 
facilities and potable (drinking) water. The Occupational 
Safety and Health Directive of May 2008, Part I, 22(1)-
(3) on page 9, directs that an employer shall provide and 
maintain, at suitable points conveniently accessible to all 

workers, an adequate supply of wholesome drinking wa-
ter from a public main or from some other sources appro-
ved by the appropriate health authority. Part I on page 8, 
at 20(1)-(2) of the Directive, requires that an employer 
shall provide and maintain, separately for the use of men 
and women workers: (a) adequate and suitable toilets 
and facilities for personal washing, and (b) a supply of 
clean hot and cold or warm water, soap, and clean towels 
or other suitable means of cleaning or drying, and the 
facilities shall be located in close proximity to toilets and 
shall be kept in a clean and orderly condition. Hence the 
regulatory reference addresses the Standard requirements 
in relation to access for safe drinking water and sanitary 
facilities at work place.

There is no explicit reference in the Standard document 
in relation to workers’ access to medical assistance/insu-
rance. However, the Labor Proclamation No. 377/2003, 
in Article 105 provides that, where a worker sustains em-
ployment injury, the employer shall cover the following 
expenses: 1) general and specialized medical and surgical 
care; 2) hospital and pharmaceutical care; 3) any neces-
sary prosthetic or orthopedic appliances. In this regard, 
the RSB Standard should consider the adoption of relevant 
additional requirements.

Criterion 4g: Operators shall implement a mechanism to 
ensure the human rights and labor rights outlined in this 
principle apply equally when labor is contracted through 
third parties. In terms of this Criterion, the Standard 
has progress requirements (required within three years 
of certification), which state that participating operators 
shall identify instances where those working within the 
scope of their operational function (feedstock producers, 
feedstock processors or biofuel producers) are contracted 
outside of the direct influence of the operation by exter-
nal parties and shall implement a mechanism to ensure 
that such contracted workers are afforded the same rights, 
as described in this principle, as employed staff within 
the process. However, no regulatory reference is available 
in relation to human rights and labor rights when labor is 
contracted through third parties.

Fig.6: At work in an Ethiopian plantation of sugarcane
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Principle 5: Rural and social 
development

PRinCiPLE 5: in REgionS oF 
PovERTy, BioFuEL oPERATionS 
ShALL ConTRiBuTE To ThE SoCiAL 
And EConomiC dEvELoPmEnT oF 
LoCAL, RuRAL And indigEnouS 
PEoPLE And CommuniTiES

Criterion 5a of this principle states that in regions of 
poverty, the socio-economic status of local stakeholders 
impacted upon by biofuel operations shall be improved. 
Minimum requirements under this Criterion include: (i) 
optimizing job creation potential for labor in the locality 
of operations; (ii) promoting the use of permanent and 
local labor over the use of migrant, seasonal and casual 
labor; (iii) managing the transition from labor intensity 
to mechanization (when needed) in a fair and equitable 
way where as many of the existing workers as possible are 
re-trained and employed in the mechanized process; (iv) 
providing skill training to local communities; and (v) res-
pecting existing social structures.

The Criterion also requires progressive measures such 
as: (a) creation of year round and/or long-term jobs; (b) 
establishment of governance structures that support em-
powerment of small-scale farmers and rural communities 
such as co-operatives and micro-credit schemes; (c) use 
of locally produced bio-energy to provide modern ener-
gy services to local poor communities; (d) shareholding 
options, local ownership, joint ventures and partnerships 
with the local communities; and (e) social benefits for the 
local community such as the building or servicing of cli-
nics, homes, hospitals and schools.

The Ethiopian Rural Development Policy and Strategies 
(RDPS, 2003) presents specific policies and strategies to 
guide agricultural and rural development, based on the 
nation’s Agricultural Led Industrialization (ADLI) policy 
framework. The RDPS recognizes that the development 
effort in rural areas cannot be limited to agriculture alone. 
There is a need for rural infrastructure and social develop-
ment programs and for trade and industry to build upon 
and support developments in agriculture. Key elements 
of the RDPS include: rural and agricultural centered 
development as a means of: (i) ensuring rapid economic 
growth; (ii) enhancing benefits for the people; (iii) eli-
minating food aid dependency; and (iv) promoting the 
development of a market-oriented economy. 

It also sets out five strategic directions for agricultural 
development:

a) A labor-intensive strategy: This sees the mobiliza-
tion of under-utilized and unproductive rural labor as 
a key driver of growth, rather than capital-intensive 
approaches. It envisages high levels of training and 

technology adoption in order to boost agricultural 
productivity without drawing heavily on the country’s 
scarce capital resources;

b) Proper utilization of agricultural land: by gua-
ranteeing the availability of land to people     who seek 
to make a living out of land, and assisting them to 
utilize it productively on a     sustainable basis through 
irrigation, multi-cropping and diversified production;

c) A “foot on the ground” approach: which envisages 
moving ahead in a stepwise manner building on expe-
riences and indigenous knowledge, whilst at the same 
time exploring opportunities for deploying new tech-
nologies in conjunction with human resource deve-
lopment;

d) Differentiation according to agro-ecological zones: 
This recognizes that Ethiopia’s enormous agro-ecolo-
gical diversity calls for different approaches to agricul-
tural development in different parts of the country. 
This also provides the opportunity for risk manage-
ment through diversification; and

e) An integrated development path: among various ac-
tivities and products in agriculture, as well as linking 
these to education, health and infrastructure develop-
ment.

The Food Security Strategy adopted in March 2002, indi-
cates that the government will take several measures to 
strengthen the financial sector through ensuring credit 
availability to rural communities and reducing the costs 
of credit administration. It states that measures will be 
taken to strengthen and expand rural micro-finance ins-
titutions and to broaden services to include banking ser-
vices for rural communities - to encourage rural savings 
and investments in farming and non-farming activities. 
Micro-finance institutions will also serve urban low-in-
come groups to support employment and income gene-
ration activities.

In relation to the requirements under Criterion 5a, prac-
tical experience has shown that investors are in most cases 
creating job opportunities and providing social service 
facilities for the community. Meanwhile, no explicit regu-
latory references are available to enforce investors to pro-
vide those rural development benefits to the local commu-
nity. Recently, the Ethiopian Environmental Protection 
Authority drafted a Code of Practice for Horticulture 
Development in the country, which entails Gold Level 
(1st ranked) ‘Horticulture Developers’ to support urban 
or rural local communities through financing demand-
driven skill enhancement programs. Hence the regulatory 
references partially address the Standard requirement.

Criterion 5b of the Standard states that in regions of 
poverty, special measures that benefit and encourage the 
participation of women, youth, indigenous communities 
and the vulnerable in biofuel operations, shall be desig-
ned and implemented. The minimum requirement under 
this Criterion is to have gender disaggregated data for the 
communities in regions of poverty so as to assist with the 
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design of special programs for the targeted people. Trai-
ning and capacity building for both the workers and the 
management is required as a progress activity that biofuels 
developers should practice in order to comply with the 
principle. 

One of the key objectives of the Biofuel Development and 
Utilization Strategy issued in August 2007, is the contri-
bution to rural development through agricultural-based 
growth (i.e. creating jobs in feedstock production, biofuel 
processing and transportation and distributions of feeds-
tocks and products). The Strategy has basic principles 
for its implementation such as: (i) look at the seriously 
negative effects of biofuel development and utilization 
on economic development, the environment and cultural 
values; and (ii) devise a means for broad participation of 
farmers and pastoralists for benefit-sharing. The Strategy 
indicates that biodiesel development should support the 
participation of farmers and cooperatives in the local area. 
Hence, the regulatory reference partially addresses the Stan-
dard requirement, because it lacks explicit reference to the 
need for training and capacity building of workers. 

Principle 6: Local food security

PRinCiPLE 6: BioFuEL oPERATionS 
ShALL EnSuRE ThE humAn RighT 
To AdEquATE Food And imPRovE 
Food SECuRiTy in Food inSECuRE 
REgionS

Criterion 6a: Biofuel operations shall assess risks to food 
security in the region and locality and shall mitigate any 
negative impacts that result from biofuel operations. Mi-
nimum requirements under this Criterion include:

•	 Where	 the	 screening	 exercise	of	 the	RSB	 impact	 as-
sessment process reveals a direct-impact on food secu-
rity in food insecure regions, participating operators 
shall conduct a food security assessment in accordance 
with the RSB Food Security Assessment Guidelines 
(RSB-GUI-01-006-01); 

•	 The	scope	of	the	food	security	assessment	shall	include	
additional impacts that the biofuel operations may 
have on cross-cutting requirements for food security 
including land, water, labor, and infrastructure; and

•	 If	the	food	security	assessment	indicates	a	food	secu-
rity risk as a result of biofuel operations, a mitigation 
plan shall be developed and implemented through the 
Environmental and Social Management Plan (ESMP).

The Food Security Strategy adopted in March 2002 aims 
at: increasing domestic food production; ensuring access 
to food for food deficit households; and strengthening 
emergency response capabilities. One of the guiding prin-
ciples of the Biofuel Development and Utilization Stra-

tegy issued in August 2007 indicates that biofuel develop-
ment should support food security. Allocation of land for 
biodiesel development shall not affect the livelihoods of 
pastoralists in the low land areas; and in the highlands, it 
shall be coordinated with other farming activities without 
jeopardizing the farmers’ food production needs.

The regulatory references do not explicitly address the 
RSB concept of assessing risks to food security and provi-
ding mitigating measures. Although the country’s Biofuels 
Development and Utilization Strategy focuses on bio-
fuels production without affecting food self-sufficiency, 
no explicit protection measures are in place to monitor 
the (i) use of food crops for biofuel production; and (ii) 
use of land allotted for food production to feedstock pro-
duction; or to mitigate unintended impacts on local food 
security. In general, the regulatory references lack clear gui-
dance on how to carry out a food security risk assessment and 
to develop an acceptable Environment and Social Manage-
ment Plan (ESMP).  

Criterion 6b: In food insecure regions, biofuel opera-
tions shall enhance the local food security of the directly 
affected stakeholders. The minimum requirement under 
this Criterion is that in regions where food security is an 
ongoing risk and concern, operations shall enhance the 
food security of the locally affected community by, for 
instance, setting aside land for food growing, increasing 
yields, providing opportunities for workers to carry out 
household-level food production, sponsoring agricultural 
support programs and activities, and/or making value-
added food byproducts available to the local market. 

The Food Security Strategy adopted in March 2002 states 
that selected small towns in the most food insecure areas 
would be targeted for investment in micro enterprise acti-
vities to increase sustainable growth amongst small town 
households. The objective would be to begin the process 
of increasing the purchasing power among the households 
of these towns, which would increase effective demand. 
At the beginning, a survey of a number of candidate small 
towns should be undertaken to determine what the op-
portunities would be for small enterprises in each of the 
towns. This regulatory reference provides some relevant infor-
mation with regard to the requirements stated under Crite-
rion 6b, but it does not explicitly address the requirements. 
Hence possible regulatory references which explicitly address 
the issue of enhancing local food security of stakeholders in 
food insecure regions needs to be considered.

Fig.7: Traditional ethiopian meal
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Principle 7: Conservation

PRinCiPLE 7: BioFuEL oPERATionS 
ShALL Avoid nEgATivE imPACTS on 
BiodivERSiTy, ECoSySTEmS, And 
ConSERvATion vALuES

Criterion 7a: Conservation values of local, regional or 
global importance within the potential or existing area 
of operation shall be maintained or enhanced. Minimum 
requirements under this Criterion include: (i) participa-
ting operators shall identify the conservation value/s wit-
hin the area of a potential or existing operation during the 
screening exercise of the RSB impact assessment process; 
(ii) biofuel operations shall prioritize areas with the lowest 
possible risk of impacts to the identified conservation va-
lues; and (iii) hunting, fishing, ensnaring, poisoning and 
exploitation of rare, threatened, endangered and legally 
protected species shall not occur on the operation site. 

The Research and Conservation of Cultural Heritage Pro-
clamation No. 209/2000, in Article 19, states that any 
conservation and restoration work on cultural heritage 
shall be carried out with the prior approval of the Autho-
rity. Article 20 of the same Proclamation provides that 
any person shall ensure the preservation of cultural heri-
tage situated on land which is given to him/her in a usu-
fruct. Article 42(2) of the same Proclamation stipulates 
that unless otherwise specifically decided by the Council 
of Ministers, no person may, without a permit issued by 
the Authority, carry out building or road construction, 
excavations of any type, or any operation that may cause 
ground disturbance in an area declared for conserva-
tion. Article 45 (1)(a) orders that unless the Penal Code 
provides for a more severe penalty, any person who vio-
lates the provisions of Article 42(2) of this Proclamation 
shall be punished with imprisonment not in excess of six 
months, or with a fine of up to Birr 1500, or with both.

The Development, Conservation and Utilization of 
Wildlife Proclamation No. 541/2007, in Article 16(1)(a), 
orders that any person who: (i) commits an act of illegal 
wildlife hunting or trade; (ii) carries out unauthorized 
activities within wildlife conservation areas, or causes in 
whatever way, damage thereto; or (iii) is found in pos-
session of wildlife or wildlife products without having a 
permit - shall be punished with a fine of not less than Birr 
5000 and not exceeding Birr 30,000, or with imprison-
ment for not less than one year and not exceeding five 
years, or with both fine and imprisonment. In addition, 
the Rural Land Administration and Land Use Proclama-
tion No. 456/2005 in Article 10 provides that the biodi-
versity in rural wetlands shall be conserved and utilized as 
necessary, in accordance with a suitable land use strategy. 
Hence the regulatory references partially address the Standard 
requirements.

Criterion 7b: Ecosystem functions and services that are 
directly affected by biofuel operations shall be maintai-
ned or enhanced. The minimum requirement under this 
Criterion is that participating operators shall implement 
practices that maintain ecosystem functions and services, 
both inside and outside the operational site, which are 
directly affected by biofuel operations. In relation to eco-
systems, the Development, Conservation and Utilization 
of Wildlife Proclamation No. 541/2007, in Article 11(2) 
provides that the Wildlife Development, Conservation 
and Utilization Authority shall ensure that development 
activities that are to be carried out in or outside of wildlife 
conservation areas shall be carried out in such manner that 
the well-being of the ecosystem of the area shall not be 
disrupted. In addition, the Forest Development, Conser-
vation and Utilization: Proclamation No. 542/2007 in 
Article 11(1) provides that protected natural forests and 
forest lands shall be demarcated and conserved for the 
purpose of environmental protection and conservation of 
history, culture and biodiversity as well as for the purpose 
of field education. In relation to Criterion 7b, the regulatory 
references address the requirements of the Standard.

Criterion 7c: Biofuel operations shall protect, restore or 
create buffer zones. The minimum requirement under this 
Criterion is that buffer zones shall be protected, restored 
or created to avoid negative impacts from biofuel opera-
tions on areas that are contiguous to the operation site as 
well as on areas that contain conservation value/s of local, 
regional or global importance. In relation to buffer zones 
for areas that contain conservation values, the Forest De-
velopment, Conservation and Utilization Proclamation 
No. 542/2007 in Article 11(5) provides that fast growing 
tree species that may be used by the local community for 
fuel and construction purposes shall be planted around a 
protected forest to indicate its boundary. However, these 
regulatory references do not address the need for buffer zones 
except around state forests. Hence the regulatory reference 
partially addresses the Standard requirements.

Criterion 7d: Ecological corridors shall be protected, 
restored or created to minimize fragmentation of habi-
tats. Minimum requirements under this Criterion are: 
(i) existing ecological corridors within the operational 
site shall be set aside and protected with appropriate 
surrounding buffer zones; and (ii) whenever the opera-
tional site impairs the connectivity between surrounding 
ecosystems, ecological corridors shall be created by the 
operator. In addition, large-scale operators are required 
to create new ecological corridors within the operation 
site if it is surrounded by areas containing wildlife and 
if there is evidence that such corridors would improve 
connectivity. The Development, Conservation and Utili-
zation of Wildlife Proclamation No. 541/2007 in Article 
11(2) provides that the authority shall ensure that deve-
lopment activities that are to be undertaken in or outside 
of wildlife conservation areas, shall be carried out in such 
a manner that the well-being of the ecosystem of the areas 
is not disturbed. The regulatory reference does not explicitly 
address the issues of ecological corridors.
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Criterion 7e: Biofuel operations shall prevent invasive 
species from invading areas outside of the operation site. 
Participating operators shall not use any species officially 
prohibited in the country of operation. If the species of 
interest is not prohibited in the country of operation, 
and if the species has not been recorded as representing 
a high risk of invasiveness under similar conditions (cli-
mate, local ecosystems, soil type), participating opera-
tors shall contain propagation in an appropriate manner 
during harvesting, processing, transport and trade. The 
Environmental Organ Establishment Proclamation No. 
295/2002, in Article 6(10) provides authority to the EPA 
(in consultation with competent agencies) to formulate 
environmental safety policies and laws on the produc-
tion, importation, management and utilization of hazar-
dous substances or wastes, as well as on the development 
of genetically modified organisms and the importation, 
handling and utilization of genetically modified and alien 
species, and upon approval, ensure their implementation. 
There is no regulatory reference that explicitly addresses pre-
vention of invasive species - hence the regulatory reference 
partially meets the Standard requirement. 

Principle 8: Soil

PRinCiPLE 8: BioFuEL oPERATionS 
ShALL imPLEmEnT PRACTiCES 
ThAT SEEk To REvERSE SoiL 
dEgRAdATion And/oR mAinTAin 
SoiL hEALTh

Criterion 8a Operators shall implement practices to 
maintain or enhance soil’s physical, chemical, and bio-
logical conditions. Minimum requirements (Criterion 
8a(1)) include: (i) soil erosion shall be minimized through 
the design of the feedstock production site and the use of 
sustainable practices in order to enhance the soil’s phy-
sical health on a watershed scale; (ii) participating ope-
rators shall implement practices to maintain or enhance 
soil organic matter on the feedstock production site; and 
(iii) the use of agrarian and forestry residual products for 
feedstock production, including lingo-cellulosic material, 
shall not be at the expense of long-term soil stability and 
organic matter content; and (iv) where the screening exer-
cise has triggered the need for a Soil Impact Assessment, 
Participating Operators shall develop a soil management 
plan as part of the Environmental and Social Manage-
ment Plan (ESMP). This Criterion also has progressive 
requirements (Criterion 8a (2)) which entail the partici-
pating operators implementing measures to improve soil 
health, such as Conservation Agriculture practices as defi-
ned by the FAO including: (a) organic, direct planting; 
(b) permanent soil cover; (c) crop rotation; or (d) fallow 
areas with natural or planted vegetation in order to reco-
ver natural fertility and interrupt pest life cycles. 

In this section, comparison of the Standard requirements 
with the regulatory references was done based on the fra-
mework criteria of soil conservation/erosion, soil quality and 
soil productivity. Definitions given in the RSB comparison 
tool (which shows more defined requirements in terms 
of Criterion 8a’s minimum and progressive requirements) 
were also incorporated to further enhance understan-
ding of the generic framework criteria. Accordingly, soil 
conservation/erosion is defined as “management strategies 
for prevention of soil being eroded from the earth’s sur-
face or becoming chemically altered by overuse, saliniza-
tion, acidification, or other chemical soil contamination”. 

In relation to soil conservation/erosion, the Standard re-
quires that soil erosion shall be minimized through the 
design of the feedstock production site and use of sus-
tainable practices. A soil management plan shall be im-
plemented that includes practices that prevent or reverse 
degradation over the long-term. The Definition of Powers 
and Duties of the Executive Organs of the FDRE Pro-
clamation No. 691/2010, in Article 19(1)(e) provides 
authority to the Ministry of Agriculture to formulate 
and facilitate the implementation of a strategy for natural 
resource protection and development through sustainable 
agricultural development. The Environmental Organ Es-
tablishment Proclamation No. 295/2002, in Article 6(12) 
gives the authority to the Environmental Protection Au-
thority, in consultation with the competent agencies, to 
propose incentives or disincentives to discourage practices 
that may hamper the sustainable use of natural resources 
or ensure the prevention of environmental degradation 
or pollution. There is no explicit regulatory reference that 
provides specific requirements in relation to a soil manage-
ment plan. Hence the responsible authority should consider 
developing regulatory references requiring feedstock producers 
to develop a soil management plans and implement their 
activities accordingly.

Soil quality reflects how well a soil performs the func-
tions of maintaining biodiversity and productivity, par-
titioning water and solute flow, filtering and buffering, 
nutrient cycling, and providing support for plants and 
other structures. In relation to soil quality, Criterion 8a 
states that operators shall implement a soil management 
plan designed to maintain or enhance soil physical, che-
mical, and biological conditions. Criterion 8a.1 of the 
Standard stipulates that none of the chemicals recorded 
in the WHO’s 1a and 1b lists shall be used. Small-scale 
operators shall implement practices aiming to maintain or 
enhance soil organic matter on the feedstock production 
site. For annual crops, operators shall implement measures 
to improve soil health, such as conservation agriculture 
practices as defined by the FAO. Environmental Pollu-
tion Control Proclamation No. 300/2002 in Article 6(1)
(c) provides authority to the EPA (in consultation with 
competent agencies) to formulate practicable environ-
mental standards based on scientific and environmental 
principles, including standards for the types and amounts 
of substances that can be applied to the soil or be disposed 
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of, on or in it. The regulatory references partially address the 
Standard requirement. References that explicitly address soil 
quality should be discussed by the Authority.

Soil productivity is the capacity of soil to sustain plant 
and animal productivity, maintain or enhance water and 
air quality and support human health and habitation. In 
relation to soil productivity, the Standard requires that 
periodic sampling of soil on the feedstock production 
site shall be performed to evaluate the effect of imple-
mented practices on the organic matter content. Where 
such practices are not maintaining soil organic matter 
at the optimal level, alternative practices shall be inves-
tigated. There is no regulatory reference that orders periodic 
assessment of soil organic matter content. In this regard, the 
relevant authority should consider providing additional regu-
latory references.

Principle 9: water

PRinCiPLE 9: BioFuEL oPERATionS 
ShALL mAinTAin oR EnhAnCE ThE 
quALiTy And quAnTiTy oF SuRFACE 
And gRound wATER RESouRCES, 
And RESPECT PRioR FoRmAL oR 
CuSTomARy wATER RighTS

Criterion 9a: Biofuel operations shall respect the existing 
water rights of local and indigenous communities. Mini-
mum requirements include: (i) the use of water for bio-
fuel operations shall not be at the expense of the water 
needed by the communities that rely on the same water 
source/s for subsistence; (ii) the participating operator 
shall assess the potential impacts of biofuel operations on 
water availability within the local community and eco-
systems during the screening exercise of the impact as-
sessment process and mitigate any negative impacts; (iii) 
water resources under legitimate dispute shall not be used 
for biofuel operations until any legitimate disputes have 
been settled through negotiated agreements with affected 
stakeholders; and (iv) where the screening exercise has 
triggered the need for a Water Assessment, participating 
operators shall: (a) identify downstream or groundwater 
users and determine the formal or customary water rights 
that exist and (b) respect and protect all formal or custo-
mary water rights that exist through the Environmental 
and Social Management Plan (ESMP) to prevent infrin-
gement of such rights. 

In this regard, the River Basin Councils and Authorities 
Proclamation No. 534/2007 in Article 15(1) provides 
that: (i) a River Basin Authority shall give permits rela-
ting to water use and water works in compliance with 
the provisions of the Ethiopian Water Resources Mana-
gement Proclamation No. 197/2000 and Regulations 

No. 115/2005; and (ii) the issuance of permits relating 
to water use or water works shall take into considera-
tion the basin’s future perspective in line with integrated 
water resources management processes. Article 18(1) of 
the same Proclamation states that a River Basin Authority 
shall have a river basin plan, in order to provide a long-
term framework for proper water resource management 
in the basin that will ensure equitable sharing, sustainable 
development and use of water resources while maintai-
ning the quality of aquatic ecosystems. Moreover, the 
Rural Land Administration and Land Use Proclamation 
No. 456/2005 in Article 13(2) provides that an equitable 
water use system shall be established between upper and 
lower watershed communities. Hence the regulatory refe-
rences meet the Standard requirement. 

Criterion 9b: Biofuel operations shall include a water 
management plan which aims to use water efficiently and 
to maintain or enhance the quality of the water resources 
that are used for biofuel operations. Minimum require-
ments under this Criterion entail: (i) participating ope-
rators shall develop and implement a water management 
plan and integrate it into the Environmental and Social 
Management Plan (ESMP); (ii) the water management 
plan shall be consistent with local rainfall conditions, 
shall not contradict any local or regional water mana-
gement plans, and shall include the neighboring areas, 
which receive direct runoff from the operational site; 
and (iii) any negative impact on these neighboring areas 
shall be mitigated. In this regard, the Ethiopian Water 
Resources Management Proclamation No. 197/2000 in 
Article 6(2), states that the social and economic deve-
lopment programs, investment plans and programs and 
water resource development activities of any person, shall 
be based on the country’s water resources development 
policy, the relevant basin development master plans stu-
dies, and water resources laws. In addition, Article 8(1) of 
the same Proclamation states that the Ministry of Water 
and Energy shall have the powers and duties to ensure 
that studies relating to water resource development, pro-
tection, utilization and control have been carried out (Ar-
ticle 8(1)(b)) and determine the allocation and manner 
of use of water resources among various uses and users 
(Article 8(1)(c)). Hence the regulatory references address 
the minimum requirements of the Standard. The Ethio-
pian Water Resources Management Proclamation No. 
197/2000 in Article 7(1) provides that domestic use shall 
have priority over and above any other water uses. Hence 
the regulatory references meet the minimum requirements.

The progress requirement of the Criterion is that the par-
ticipating operators shall undertake annual monitoring 
of the effectiveness of the water management plan. The 
water management plan shall include steps for re-using or 
recycling waste water, appropriate to the scale and inten-
sity of the operation. Regulatory references do no exist regar-
ding there-use of waste water. In this regard, the responsible 
authority needs to consider the development of relevant laws.
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Criterion 9c: Biofuel operations shall not contribute to 
the depletion of surface or groundwater resources beyond 
replenishment capacities. The minimum requirements 
in terms of this Criterion are: (i) water used for biofuel 
operations shall not be withdrawn beyond the replenish-
ment capacity of the water table, watercourse, or reservoir 
from which the water comes; (ii) participating operators 
shall not withdraw water from natural watercourses to 
the extent that it modifies its natural course or the phy-
sical, chemical and biological equilibrium; (iii) where 
the screening exercise has triggered the need for a water 
assessment, participating operators shall identify critical 
aquifer recharge areas, replenishment capacities of local 
water tables and watercourses, and ecosystem needs. 

The Council of Ministers Ethiopian Water Resources 
Management Regulations No. 115/2005 in Article 10(1), 
states that no person shall construct or install works that 
cause difficulties for navigation; change the direction of 
the watercourse; affect the flow, speed and velocity of the 
water flowing in the water course; or hinder the proper 
operation of any water works, without a permit issued by 
the Supervising Body. Article 15 of the same Proclama-
tion states that the site and the conditions where water 
supply wells are to be drilled shall be determined by a 
directive to be issued by the Minister. In addition, Article 
3 of the same Proclamation states that an application to 
be submitted to the Supervising Body for a water use per-
mit, shall contain the following information: (a) the name 
and permanent address of the applicant; (b) the location 
of the water resources and the intended place of use; (c) 
the intended use of the water resources; (d) the volume 
of water required monthly and annually; (e) the intended 
method and manner of use of the water resources; and 
(g) feasibility studies and maps reasonably required by the 
Supervising Body. Regulatory references partially address the 
minimum requirements of Criterion 9c. Hence, regulatory 
references that prohibit withdrawal of water beyond reple-
nishment capacity of the water table, watercourse, or reser-
voir from which the water comes, should be developed. 

The progress requirement under Criterion 9c is that the 
Participating Operator shall demonstrate commitment to 

the improvement of water efficiency over time through the 
implementation of water-saving practices. The Council of 
Ministers Ethiopian Water Resources Management Regu-
lations No. 115/2005 in Articles 3(c), 3(d), 3(e) and 3(g), 
states that an application for a water permit shall contain: 
(c) the intended use of the water resources; (d) the volume 
of water required monthly and annually; (e) the intended 
method and manner of use of the water resources; and 
(g) feasibility studies and maps. This partially addresses the 
progress requirement given in Criterion 9c. Regulatory refe-
rences that explicitly address water use efficiency and saving 
practices should be developed. 

Criterion 9d: Biofuel operations shall contribute to the 
enhancement or maintenance of the quality of the surface 
and groundwater resources. Minimum requirements un-
der this Criterion include: (i) biofuel operations shall not 
occur on a critical aquifer recharge area without a specific 
authorization from legal authorities; (ii) adequate precau-
tions shall be taken to contain effluents and avoid runoffs 
and contamination of surface and ground water resources, 
in particular from chemicals and biological agents; and 
(iii) buffer zones shall be set between the operation site 
and surface or ground water resources. The Council of 
Ministers Ethiopian Water Resources Management Re-
gulations No. 115/2005 in Article 11(1)–(2) provides 
that applications for the direct or indirect discharge of 
any treated effluent or sewerage effluent, or any poiso-
nous, noxious or polluting matter, into surface or ground 
water shall be made to the supervising body. In deciding 
whether to grant or refuse a permit for the discharge of 
treated waste water into water resources, the supervising 
body shall, amongst other things, take into consideration 
effluent and/or stream standards. Furthermore, Article 
12(1)(b) of the same Regulations states that any person 
using water for industry or for any other purposes which 
may cause pollution, shall have an obligation to discharge 
only the type and volume of treated waste permitted. 
Moreover, Article 32(1)–(2) of the same Regulations pro-
vides that charges for the discharge of treated wastes into 
water resources shall be paid to the supervising body by 
permit holders granted to discharge or release waste into 
water resources. The regulatory references partially address 
the Standard. Hence regulatory references that explicitly ad-
dress issues related to critical aquifer recharge areas, buffer 
zones between operation sites and surface or ground water 
resources, should be developed.

The progress requirement in terms of this Criterion is that 
waste water or runoff that contains potential organic and 
mineral contaminants shall be treated or recycled to pre-
vent any negative impact on humans, wildlife and natural 
compartments (water and soil). No regulatory references are 
available in relation to the treatment or recycling of waste 
water. Hence, regulatory references that can address the Stan-
dard requirements need to be developed.

Fig.8: Irrigation system for an ethipian sugar factory
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Principle 10: Air

PRinCiPLE 10: AiR PoLLuTion FRom 
BioFuEL oPERATionS ShALL BE 
minimiZEd ALong ThE SuPPLy 
ChAin

Criterion 10a: Air pollution emission sources from bio-
fuel operations shall be identified and air pollutant 
emissions minimized through an air management plan. 
The minimum requirement under this Criterion is that 
an emission control plan, appropriate to the scale and 
intensity of operations, shall be included as part of the 
Environmental and Social Management Plan (ESMP) 
that identifies major air pollutants including carbon 
monoxide, nitrogen oxides, volatile organic compounds, 
particulate matter, sulfur compounds, dioxins and other 
substances recognized as potentially 
harmful to the environment or hu-
man health. The plan shall identify 
all potential air pollution sources and 
describe their nature. The plan shall 
describe any air pollution mitigation 
strategies that are employed, or else 
the rationale for not utilizing such 
strategies. The progress requirement 
of this Criterion also states that the 
participating operator shall investi-
gate and, whenever possible in the 
local context, implement Best Avai-
lable Technology (BAT) to reduce air 
pollution, appropriate to the scale 
and intensity of operation. 

In this regard, the Pollution Control 
Proclamation No. 300/2002 in 
Article 3(1)-(2) states that no per-
son shall pollute, or cause any other 
person to pollute, the environment 
by violating the relevant environmental standard. The 
Authority or the relevant regional environmental agency 
may take an administrative or legal measure against a per-
son who, in violation of law, releases any pollutant into 
the environment. Article 6(1)(b) of the same Proclama-
tion provides that, in consultation with competent agen-
cies, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) shall 
formulate practicable Air Quality Standards that specify 
the ambient air quality and give the allowable amounts 
of emissions for both stationary and mobile air pollution 
sources. Accordingly, the EPA has developed allowable 
emission limits for factories. Hence regulatory references 
address minimum requirements of Criterion 10a. But there 
is still a need to develop allowable emission limits from emis-
sion sources other than factories. In addition, regulatory refe-
rences should be enacted in relation to the use of Best Avai-
lable Technology to reduce air pollution. 

Criterion 10b: Biofuel operations shall avoid and, where 
possible, eliminate open-air burning of residues, wastes 
or by-products, or open-air burning to clear land. The 
minimum requirement of this Criterion is that a plan 
shall be put in place to phase out any open-air burning of 
leaves, straw and other agricultural residues within three 
years following certification. If workers’ health and safety 
is at stake, or when no viable alternative is available or 
affordable in the local context, or if burning may prevent 
natural fires, or if the cultivation of the crop periodically 
requires burning for viability in the long-term without 
any equivalent alternatives, then limited open-air burning 
practices may occur. The progress requirement of this 
Criterion is that open-air burning of agricultural residues 
and by-products shall not occur following the phase-out 
plan (after three years). There is no regulatory reference in 
relation to open burning of fires. Hence, regulatory references 
that can address issues related to open burning of fire, should 
be developed.

Fig.9: Sugarcane burning in an ethiopian plantation
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Principle 11: use of technology, 
inputs, and management of waste

PRinCiPLE 11: ThE uSE oF TEChno-
LogiES in BioFuEL oPERATionS 
ShALL SEEk To mAximiZE PRoduC-
Tion EFFiCiEnCy And SoCiAL And 
EnviRonmEnTAL PERFoRmAnCE, 
And minimiZE ThE RiSk oF dAmAgES 
To ThE EnviRonmEnT And PEoPLE

Criterion 11a: Information on the use of technologies in 
biofuel operations shall be fully available, unless limited 
by national law or international agreements on intellec-
tual property. Minimum requirements of this Criterion 
are: (i) when complying with, and auditing against this 
Criterion, proprietary technology shall be protected from 
competitors; and intellectual property rights shall be res-
pected; (ii) the participating operator shall disclose tech-
nologies with hazardous or potentially hazardous effects 
when such technology is used, and shall make this infor-
mation available to the public upon request. 

The Plant Breeders’ Right Proclamation No. 481/2006 in 
Article 4 provides that, subject to the conditions and limi-
tations provided for in this Proclamation, a breeder shall 
be granted a plant breeders’ right in respect of his new 
plant variety. Article 5(1)(a)-(b) of the same Proclamation 
indicates the scope of the breeders’ right as follows: sub-
ject to the exemptions and restrictions provided for in this 
Proclamation, a plant breeders’ right entitles the holder 
an exclusive right to: (a) sell, including the right to license 
other persons to sell, plants or propagating material of 
the protected variety; and (b) produce, including the right 
to license other persons to produce, propagating material 
of the protected variety for sale. Article 5(2) of the same 
Proclamation prohibits the carrying out of the activities 
referred to in sub-Article 1 of this Article by other per-
sons with respect to a protected variety, unless with the 
authorization of the holder. However, the Proclamation 
lacks specific articles about disclosure of potential hazards 
and confidentiality. 

In relation to persons entitled to a plant breeder’s right, 
Article 10(1) of the same Proclamation provides that a 
breeder shall be entitled to a plant breeder’s right in res-
pect of his new plant variety, whether or not the breeder 
is an Ethiopian national or a foreigner, whether they are 
an Ethiopian resident or not, and whether the variety was 
bred locally or abroad. In addition, the Access to Genetic 
Resources and Community Knowledge, and Community 
Rights Proclamation No. 482 /2006 in Article 17(12) 
states that a person who shall be given an access permit for 
genetic resources shall negotiate for a new agreement with 
the Institute of Biodiversity, where he seeks to acquire 
an intellectual property right over the genetic resources 

which he already has an access permit for, or part thereof. 
Articles about the disclosure of potential hazards and confi-
dentiality are lacking in this Proclamation.

Criterion 11b: The technologies used in biofuel opera-
tions, including genetically modified plants, micro-orga-
nisms and algae, shall minimize the risk of damages to 
the environment and people, and improve environmental 
and/or social performance over the long-term. Minimum 
requirements under this Criterion include: (i) the use of 
genetically modified organisms shall follow relevant na-
tional or international guidelines, laws and agreements, 
crop-specific stewardship systems, and local and com-
munity coexistence agreements or understandings; (ii) 
for new operations, participating operators shall provide 
evidence that the hazardous technologies they use do not 
contradict any of the RSB Principles and Criteria before 
the beginning of operations; (iii) participating operators 
using GMOs shall take measures to prevent migration of 
genetically modified material and shall cooperate with 
neighbors, regulatory and conservation authorities and lo-
cal stakeholders to implement monitoring and preventa-
tive measures such as crop-specific and technology-speci-
fic mitigation strategies; (iv) the Bio-safety Clearinghouse, 
established under the Cartagena Protocol on Bio-safety, 
or any other such clearinghouse established by law, shall 
be consulted before providing information about specific 
GMOs, including related risks and the countries’ deci-
sions regarding that technology; (v) for new operations, 
feedstock producers shall use indigenous crops whenever 
alternative crops reduce yields and/or environmental and/
or social performance compared to indigenous crops. 

The Access to Genetic Resources and Community Know-
ledge, and Community Rights Proclamation No. 482 
/2006 in Article 17(16), obliges a person who shall be 
given an access permit for the use of genetic resources to 
respect the laws of the country, particularly those relating 
to sanitary control, bio-safety and protection of the envi-
ronment. 

Bio-safety Proclamation No. 655/2009 in Article 5(1)-
(3) deals with Advance Informed Agreements for under-
takings related to GMOs as follows: (1) no person shall 
engage in any transaction without obtaining an advance 
informed agreement; (2) any person who intends to en-
gage in any transaction shall submit to the Authority an 
application prepared in accordance with this Proclama-
tion and regulations and directives to be issued pursuant 
to this Proclamation; (3) the Authority (EPA) may, as a 
condition for giving any advance informed agreement, 
require the applicant to furnish a guarantee which shall be 
sufficient to meet his obligations under this Proclamation.

Moreover, Bio-safety Proclamation No. 655/2009 in 
Article 9(1) orders any person who makes a modified 
organism to take into account the characteristics of the 
parental organisms used, the research site and the sur-
rounding environment, and to apply scientifically accep-
table and environmentally sound practices based on the 
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precautionary principle - in order to minimize possible 
risks to an insignificant level. In addition, Article 21(1)(a) 
of the same Proclamation orders that unless the act entails 
a higher penalty under the provisions of the Criminal 
Code, any person who engages in any transaction with 
the intention of causing harm to human health, biological 
diversity, the environment or property shall be punishable 
with rigorous imprisonment from 10 to 15 years.

The provision under the Definition of Powers and Duties 
of the Executive Organs of the FDRE Proclamation 
No. 691/2010 in Article 19(1)(c) gives the Ministry of 
Agriculture the power to conduct quarantine on plants, 
seeds, animals and animal products brought into, or ta-
ken out of, the country. The Bio-safety Proclamation No. 
655/2009 in Article 8(1)-(2) provides that the impor-
tation of any modified organism, without obtaining an 
advance informed agreement, is prohibited. Furthermore, 
it provides that an application for an advance informed 
agreement for the importation of a modified organism 
shall be accompanied by a statement signed by the head 
of the competent national authority of the country of 
export, to the effect that the competent national authority 
takes full responsibility for the completeness and accuracy 
of the information provided. Article 10(1)-(2) provides 
that a person who wishes to carry out any transit of a 
modified organism through the territory of Ethiopia shall 
notify the authority before that transit takes place; and 
the Authority shall place any modified organism that it 
deems dangerous to transit through the territory of Ethio-
pia in the Bio-safety Clearinghouse of the Protocol.

Bio-safety Proclamation No. 655/2009 in Article 12(1)-
(4) provides the requirements for a national Bio-safety 
Clearinghouse as follows: 1) the Authority shall establish 
a National Bio-safety Clearinghouse; 2) the National Bio-
safety Clearinghouse is to be established pursuant to sub-
article 1 of this Article and shall contain information on: 
(a) a roster of experts that shall include the names, contact 
addresses and relevant information on experts in Ethio-
pia in modified organisms; (b) a list of modified orga-
nisms that have been approved and rejected for import 
and export; (c) applications lodged pursuant to the pro-
visions of this Proclamation; (d) relevant proclamations, 
directives, guidelines and codes of practice; (e) any natio-
nal emergency response plan to manage any accidental 
release; (f ) information required by the Authority for 
giving an advance informed agreement; (g) any relevant 
bilateral, regional and multilateral agreements and arran-
gements; (h) the Authority’s final decisions on the impor-
tation and the deliberate release of modified organisms; 
and (i) other information that is required to implement 
this Proclamation; 3) the public shall have access to any 
record or document filed in the National Bio-safety Clea-
ringhouse; and 4) any information determined as confi-
dential, pursuant to Article 13 (confidential information) 
of this Proclamation, shall not be placed in the National 
Bio-safety Clearinghouse. 

In general, the regulatory reference has many provisions that 
meet some of the minimum requirements of the Standard 
in relation to Criterion 11b. However, it still lacks specific 
provisions regarding improving environmental and social 
performance in the long-term (i.e. it does not address the 
requirements for proven environmental/social advantages of 
GMOs).

Criterion 11c: Micro-organisms used in biofuel opera-
tions which may represent a risk to the environment or 
people, shall be adequately contained to prevent release 
into the environment. Minimum requirements under 
this Criterion are: (i) in no case shall genetically modified 
micro-organisms, or any micro-organisms that pose a risk 
(pathogenic, mutagenic, contaminant, etc.) to human 
health or the environment, be released outside the proces-
sing/production unit. Any such organism used for proces-
sing, shall be destroyed or adequately neutralized before 
being disposed of; and (ii) participating operators using 
such technologies shall include, as part of their ESMP, a 
plan that includes adequate monitoring and an emergen-
cy procedure in case of accidental dissemination of any 
such micro-organisms into the environment. 

Bio-safety Proclamation No. 655/2009 in Article 7(1) sti-
pulates that no transaction shall be carried out outside of 
the contained conditions of a laboratory, unless the pac-
kage of the modified organism has been labeled in both 
Amharic and English in accordance with the relevant re-
gulations and directives issued pursuant to this Proclama-
tion. Article 9(2)-(3) provides that any person that uses 
a modified organism under contained conditions: shall 
ensure that the necessary safety precautions, including 
measures to limit the detrimental effects of any uninten-
tional release; and shall keep records of all the making 
or use of the modified organism, and of any unforeseen 
event encountered. In addition, any contained use shall 
take place only in a facility registered by the Authority for 
such use, in accordance with regulations and directives 
issued pursuant to this Proclamation. 

Article 6(1)-(3) of the Bio-safety Proclamation No. 
655/2009 provides the following equipment to reduce 
risks associated with an unintentional release of GMOs: 
(1) the applicant shall use a qualified expert to undertake a 
risk assessment and prepare the report in accordance with 
regulations and directives issued pursuant to this Procla-
mation and submit the same to the Authority together 
with any other documents determined as necessary by the 
Authority; (2) besides a detailed technical analysis, a risk 
assessment report shall include a brief statement summa-
rizing the report in non-technical terms; and (3) the cost 
of carrying out a risk assessment and writing a risk assess-
ment report shall be borne by the applicant. Hence the 
regulatory reference addresses the minimum requirements of 
the Standard in relation to Criterion 11c.
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Criterion 11d: Good practices shall be implemented for 
the storage, handling, use, and disposal of biofuels and 
chemicals. Minimum requirements of this Criterion in-
clude: (i) none of the chemicals recorded in the WHO’s 
1a and 1b lists shall be used. The use of chemicals re-
corded in Annex III of the Rotterdam Convention and 
in the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pol-
lutants (POPs) shall be listed (type and annual volume 
used) and a plan to phase out any such chemicals over the 
three years following certification, shall be described in 
the ESMP; (ii) manufacturer’s safety instructions for the 
storage, handling, use, and disposal of chemicals shall be 
followed; and (iii) the use of ground or aerial pesticides 
shall comply with the FAO’s Guidelines on Good Prac-
tice for Ground and Aerial Applications of Pesticides. Any 
chemical used in biofuel operations shall be in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s safety instructions. The progress 
requirement (requirement after three years) under this 
Criterion is that none of the chemicals recorded in Annex 
III of the Rotterdam Convention or in the Stockholm 
Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants shall be 
used within three years after certification. 

Ethiopia has ratified the Stockholm Convention on Per-
sistent Organic Pollutants through the provision of Pro-
clamation No. 279/2002. The Stockholm Convention 
on Persistent Organic Pollutants, Article 3(1)(a) provides 
that each party shall prohibit and/or take the legal and 
administrative measures necessary to eliminate: (i) its pro-
duction and use of the chemicals listed in Annex A; and 
(ii) its import and export of the chemicals listed in Annex 
A in accordance with the provisions of the provisions of 
paragraph 2 of Article 3 of the Convention. Article 3(1)
(b) of the same protocol provides that each party shall 
restrict its production and use of the chemicals listed in 
Annex B in accordance with the provisions of Annex B of 
the Convention. Ethiopia has also ratified the Rotterdam 
Convention on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure 
for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in Inter-
national Trade, adopted on the 10th day of September 
in 1998 through the provision of Rotterdam Convention 
Ratification Proclamation No. 278/2002 in Article 2. The 
regulatory references partially address the Standard require-
ments in relation to this Criterion. Hence, further regulatory 
references that explicitly address the requirements for ground 
and aerial application of fertilizers as well as adherence of 
manufacturer’s safety instructions need to be developed.

Criterion 11e: Residues, wastes and byproducts from 
feedstock processing and biofuel production units shall 
be managed such that the physical, chemical, and biolo-
gical conditions of soil, water and air are not damaged. 
Minimum requirements under this Criterion include: 
(i) a waste and byproduct management plan shall be in-
cluded in the ESMP to ensure that wastes and byproducts 
are handled and/or disposed of in appropriate containers 
and so as to prevent any environmental contamination 
and damage to human health; (ii) these products shall 
not be in direct contact with soils, water sources and air 

outside the processing and production units, unless their 
innocuousness to the environment and people is officially 
stated by manufacturers, the country or regional guide-
lines. In all other cases, handling and disposal must follow 
the manufacturer’s recommendation and the country or 
regional guidelines; (iii) for new and expanding opera-
tions, the design of operations shall integrate the neces-
sary infrastructure for safe burning of processing wastes 
and by-products; (iv) for existing operations, a strategy 
shall be set to develop the necessary infrastructure for the 
safe burning of wastes and by-products. 

The 2007 Ethiopian Biofuel Development and Utilization 
Strategy principles (5.5) indicated that the by-products of 
biofuel shall be utilized for various economic benefits and 
those which are toxic shall be detoxified for environmen-
tal safety. Solid Waste Management Proclamation No. 
513/2007 in Article 4(2) provides that any person shall 
obtain a permit from the concerned body of an urban 
administration, prior to his engagement in the collec-
tion, transportation, use and disposal of solid wastes; and 
Article 5(2) of the same Proclamation provides that each 
region or urban administration shall set its own schedule 
and based on that, prepare its solid waste management 
plan and report on its implementation.

In addition, Environmental Protection Organ Esta-
blishment Proclamation No. 295/2002 in Article 6(17) 
provides the power and duty to the Environmental Pro-
tection Authority, to promote and provide non-formal 
environmental education programs, and to cooperate 
with the competent agencies with a view to integrating 
environmental concerns in the regular educational cur-
ricula. Environmental Pollution Control Proclamation 
No. 300/2002 in Article 3(3), provides that any person 
engaged in any field of activity which is likely to cause 
pollution or any other environmental hazard shall, when 
the Authority or the relevant regional environmental 
agency so decides, install a sound technology that avoids 
or reduces, to the required minimum, the generation of 
waste and, when feasible, apply methods for the recycling 
of waste. Environmental Pollution Control Proclamation 
No. 300/200 in Article 4(2) also provides that any per-
son engaged in the collection, recycling, transportation, 
treatment or disposal of any hazardous waste, shall take 
appropriate precaution to prevent any damage to the 
environment, human health or well-being. The regulation 
addresses “collection, recycling, transportation, treatment or 
disposal” of hazardous waste, but what is missing is regula-
tory references for the safe burning of wastes and by-products.

The progress requirement of this Criterion includes: (i) 
measures shall be taken to implement clean and efficient 
processes for conversion of residues, wastes or by-pro-
ducts into energy - appropriate to the scale and inten-
sity of operation. Such processes shall always occur in an 
appropriate facility to minimize air pollution from subs-
tances recognized as potentially harmful to the environ-
ment or human health. Solid residues from fermentation 
or burning shall be disposed of such that soil and water 
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conditions are not damaged, or according to national 
regulations; and (ii) except for small-scale operators, by-
products or wastes shall also be re-used by the processing/
production unit or transferred to other sectors whenever 
their use may improve the overall system’s energy balance, 
greenhouse gas emissions, and/or economic viability wit-
hout impairing the other principles and criteria in this 
Standard. 

The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change, which has been ratified 
through the Kyoto Protocol Ratification Proclamation 
No. 439/2005 in Article 2, provides that each party shall 
implement and/or further elaborate policies and mea-
sures in accordance with its national circumstances, such 
as research on, and the promotion, development and in-
creased use of, new and renewable forms of energy, carbon 
dioxide sequestration technologies and of advanced and 
innovative environmentally sound technologies. Article 
2(1)(a)(iv) of the Protocol provides that each party shall 
implement and/or further elaborate policies and measures 
in accordance with its national circumstances, such as the 
enhancement of energy efficiency in relevant sectors of 
the national economy.

The Environmental Pollution Control Proclamation No. 
300/2002 in Article 3(3) provides that any person enga-
ged in any field of activity which is likely to cause pollu-
tion or any other environmental hazard shall, when the 
Authority or the relevant regional environmental agency 
so decides, install a sound technology that avoids or re-
duces, to the required minimum, the generation of waste 
and, when feasible, apply methods for the recycling of 
waste. In addition, the Solid Waste Management Procla-
mation No. 513/2007 in Article 7(1) provides that the 
manufacturer or importer of glass containers or tin cans 
shall develop and implement a system that enables it on 
its own, or through other persons, to collect and recycle 
used glass containers or tin cans. Hence, in relation to the 
progress requirements of Criterion 11e, the regulatory refe-
rences address the Standard requirements.

The Environmental Pollution Control Proclamation No. 
300/2002 in Article 4(1)-(2) prohibits the generation, 
keeping, storage, transportation, treatment or disposal of 
any hazardous waste without a permit from the Authority 
or the relevant regional environmental agency. Further-
more, it provides that any person engaged in the collec-
tion, recycling, transportation, treatment or disposal of 
any hazardous waste, shall take appropriate precaution to 
prevent any damage to the environment, human health or 
well-being. In general, the regulatory references partially ad-
dress the Standard requirements in relation to the minimum 
requirements of Criterion 11e. It does not include require-
ments for an operator to carry out an assessment of how the 
overall efficiency of the operations can be improved through 
measures that reuse/recycle waste and by-products.

Principle 12: Land rights

PRinCiPLE 12: BioFuEL oPERATionS 
ShALL RESPECT LAnd RighTS And 
LAnd uSE RighTS

Criterion 12a: Existing land rights and land use rights, 
both formal and informal, shall be assessed, documented, 
and established. The right to use land for biofuel opera-
tions shall be established only when these rights are de-
termined. The minimum requirement include: (i) where 
the screening exercise of the RSB impact assessment pro-
cess reveals a negative impact to existing land rights and 
land use rights by biofuel operations, the participating 
operator shall conduct a Land Rights Assessment (RSB-
GUI-01-012-01); and (ii) land under legitimate dispute 
shall not be used for biofuel operations until any legiti-
mate disputes have been settled through free, prior and 
informed consent and negotiated agreements with affec-
ted land users. 

The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia Rural 
Land Administration and Land Use Proclamation No. 
456/2005 in Article 7(1)-(2), states that the rural land 
use right of peasant farmers, semi-pastoralists and pasto-
ralists, shall have no time limit. The duration of rural land 
use right of other holders shall be determined by the rural 
land administration laws of the regions. In addition, Ar-
ticle 8(1)-(3) of the same Proclamation states that peasant 
farmers, semi-pastoralists and pastoralists who have land 
certificates can lease to other farmers or investors land 
from their holding of a size sufficient for the intended 
development, in a manner that shall not displace them 
- for a period of time to be determined by the rural land 
administration laws of the regions, based on local condi-
tions. The rural land lease agreement to be concluded in 
accordance with sub-Article 1 of this Article, is subject 
to the consent of all the members who have the right to 
use the land and shall be approved and registered by the 
competent authority. A landholder may, using his land 
use right, undertake development activity jointly with an 
investor in accordance with the contract he concludes. 
Such a contract shall be approved and registered by the 
competent authority.

In relation to the Criterion 12a of the RSB Standard, regu-
latory references partially meet the Standard requirements. It 
should be considered to add provisions that enforce the need 
for a detailed assessment of the lands to be acquired before 
any land acquisition can occur, in order to determine who 
the existing rights-holders and land users are, what the extent 
of the lands over which they have rights is and what proper-
ties there are on the land etc.
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Criterion 12b: Free, prior, and infor-
med consent shall form the basis for 
all negotiated agreements for any 
compensation, acquisition, or volun-
tary relinquishment of rights by land 
users or owners for biofuel opera-
tions. Minimum requirements under 
this Criterion include: (i) no invo-
luntary resettlement shall be allowed 
for biofuel operations; (ii) where land 
rights and land use rights are volunta-
rily relinquished and/or acquired on 
a willing-seller willing-buyer basis, 
local people shall be fairly, equitably 
and timely compensated; (iii) com-
pensation for voluntary relinquish-
ment and/or acquisition shall include 
appropriate balancing measures nee-
ded to preserve the ability of the persons concerned to 
sustain their livelihoods in an autonomous and dignified 
manner; (iv) independent, qualified land valuation spe-
cialists shall be used for valuing all land and asset values; 
and (v) coercion to alter existing land rights or land use 
rights shall not be allowed in biofuel operations.

The Rural Land Administration and Land Use Proclama-
tion No. 456/2005 has the following provisions: Article 
5(3) provides that the government, being the owner of 
rural land and communal rural land holdings, can change 
the status of the land to private holdings as necessary; Ar-
ticle 5(4) provides that subject to giving priority to pea-
sant farmers/semi-pastoralists and pastoralists: a) private 
investors that engage in agricultural development activi-
ties shall have the right to use rural land in accordance 
with the investment policies and laws at federal and regio-
nal levels; b) governmental and non-governmental orga-
nizations and social and economic institutions shall have 
the right to use rural land in line with their development 
objectives.

In addition, the Rural Land Administration and Land 
Use Proclamation No. 456/2005 in Article 11(5) pro-
vides that a settlement and urbanization program should 
be undertaken at the request of and with participation 
of the community and it shall be undertaken taking into 
account the objectives of land consolidation. Article 7(1)-
(3) of the same Proclamation shows the duration of rural 
land use rights as follows: (1) the rural land use rights 
of peasant farmers, semi-pastoralists and pastoralists shall 
have no time limit; (2) the duration of rural land use 
rights of other holders shall be determined by the rural 
land administration laws of regions; and (3) a holder of 
rural land who is evicted for the purpose of public use 
shall be given compensation proportional to the develop-
ment he has made on the land and the property acquired, 
or shall be given alternative land. Where the rural land-
holder is evicted by the federal government, the rate of 
compensation would be determined based on the federal 
land administration law. Where the rural land holder is 

evicted by a regional government, the rate of compensa-
tion would be determined based on the rural land admi-
nistration laws of the region. In this regard, the issue of 
land valuation and coercion to alter land use rights are not 
currently addressed.

Conclusions 
and recommendations

Conclusions

The Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of 
Ethiopia Proclamation, issued in 1995, is the main pillar 
of regulatory references in the country. Under this main 
regulatory framework, various types of proclamations, 
regulations and directives have been issued in relation to 
social, economic, environmental, technological and other 
issues. The study of the Ethiopian regulatory references 
applicable to biofuels has been conducted through a tho-
rough review of those regulatory references. A comparison 
of the existing regulatory references of Ethiopia that are 
applicable to biofuels with the worldwide RSB Standard 
shows that there are many regulatory references applicable 
to biofuels. However, additional regulatory references are 
required. 

This study has identified gaps mainly in relation to the 
Standard principles on planning, monitoring and conti-
nuous improvement; rural and social development; food 
security; conservation; use of inputs/technology; and land 
rights & land use rights. In relation to the Standard prin-
ciple on planning, monitoring and continuous improve-
ment, the study indicated that there is a need for regula-
tory references on free, prior and informed consent of the 
local communities in terms of changes of land use rights. 

Fig.10: Fuelwood collection in Ethiopia
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The Constitution of FDRE Proclamation No. 1/1995 in 
Article 92 provides the right of citizens to full consulta-
tion and expression of their views with respect to poli-
cies and projects that affect their environment. Moreover, 
specific directives or guidelines are required for impact 
assessment, as well as for business plan development and 
appraisal of the long-term viability of new projects or the 
expansion of existing projects.

Directives are also required to enforce participating ope-
rators to support the social and rural development of local 
people, both in the short-term and long-term, through 
providing job opportunities, skills training and social in-
frastructure such as access roads, clinics, schools, potable 
water etc. Reputation are also required to monitor use of 
food crops for biofuels as well as restrict total conversion 
of food crop production lands to feedstock production 
lands. In addition, regulatory references that explicitly ad-
dress the issues of buffer zones around high value conser-
vation areas, ecological corridors to maintain ecosystem 
integrity, and prevention of invasive species, should be 
discussed. Further regulatory references that explicitly ad-
dress the requirements for ground and aerial application 
of fertilizers, as well as waste or by-product management, 
need to be enacted.

The regulatory references need to enact provisions that 
enforce the need for a detailed assessment of the land to 
be acquired before any acquisition can occur. This should 
be done in order to determine who the existing rights-
holders and land users are, the extent of the lands over 
which they have rights, and what properties there are on 
the land etc. The regulatory references need to also pro-
vide requirements that explicitly address the issue of land 
valuation.

Compared to the regulatory references related to the other 
principles of the RSB, Principle 4 (Human and Labor 
Rights) has more detailed regulatory provisions that are 
provided through proclamations, ratification of interna-
tional conventions, and a directive.

Given the evolving nature of regulatory references Ethio-
pia, this study includes a comparison based on the current 
status. Hence this document should be considered as a 
reference for comparison of the regulatory context at the 
time of the study, and needs to be updated periodically. 

Recommendations

The Biofuel Development and Utilization Directorate 
under the Ministry of Water and Energy should consider 
developing directives applicable to biofuels development 
by making use of the findings of this comparative study 
and other relevant information. The existing platform 
(The Biofuel Development and Utilization Coordination 
Forum) should be used to formulate a comprehensive 
directive applicable to the development and utilization 
of biofuels in Ethiopia. The development of the directive 

needs to thoroughly review the RSB Standard, as well as 
other relevant documents such as the code of practice 
developed by the Ethiopian Horticulture Agency in colla-
boration with the Environmental Protection Authority, so 
that a set of policies that enhance the competitive advan-
tage of participating operators can be developed. Further-
more, there should be a specific regulatory organ, which 
has the authority to follow-up on biofuel development 
activities in the whole supply chain. Using incentives that 
increase the competitive advantages of the participating 
operators, such as the certificates for good practice, is 
advisable to encourage newly involved participating ope-
rators to adhere to all the requirements of the Standard.

The Biofuel Development and Utilization Directorate, in 
collaboration with the Environmental Protection Autho-
rity and other competent agencies, needs to develop or 
adopt guidelines for impact assessment and the develop-
ment of environmental and social management plans. 
Environmental impact assessments need to optimize the 
benefits and costs to the environment, by using rigorous 
environmental impact assessment tools. The guidelines 
for the development of environmental and social manage-
ment plans should give due attention to creating local job 
opportunities for the local community in the processes of 
feedstock production, biofuel processing and biofuel pro-
duction. In particular, it should give due attention to en-
sure benefit-sharing with the local communities through 
involvement in the production of feedstock, processing, 
marketing and use of biofuels and by-products. 

Moreover, the Directorate, in collaboration with the En-
vironmental Protection Authority and other competent 
agencies, should develop specific directives or guidelines 
for business plan development and appraisal of long-term 
viability of new projects or the expansion of existing pro-
jects, as per the provisions of Environmental Protection 
Organ Establishment Proclamation No. 295/2002 in 
Article 6(11). The provision states that in cooperation 
with the competent agencies, the Authority shall have the 
powers and duties to prepare or cause the preparation of 
environmental cost benefit analyses and an accounting 
system to be used in development plans and investment 
programs and, monitor their application.

Before providing investment licenses for participating 
operators, the Biofuel Development and Utilization Di-
rectorate, in collaboration with the Agricultural Invest-
ment Directorate under the Ministry of Agriculture, 
could consider conducting an inventory of land available 
for biofuel development, without harmful impact to the 
environment and food security. During the inventory 
process, care should be given to properly identify high 
value conservation areas and food crop production areas. 
Legal and customary land use rights of the local commu-
nities should also be identified in order to get free, prior 
and informed consent of local communities and to avoid 
disputes that might arise in the course of the implemen-
tation of projects.
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STEP 3
A RoAdmAP TowARdS 
SuSTAinABLE EThioPiAn 
BioFuELS: An AnALySiS  
oF PRioRiTy ACTionS  
And AREAS FoR imPRovEmEnT

The roadmap has been prepared by identifying 5 key acti-
vities and a number of main actions for each key activity. 
The roadmap includes goals for each key activity and de-
tails the processes required to accomplish each goal, such 
as: 

- What needs to be done? 

- Who should be involved? 

- What are the expected results?

- How can the expected results be measured? 

- What resources are required to accomplish it? 

- When will it be accomplished? 

- How can accomplishments be monitored and lessons 
learnt be documented and disseminated?

key Activities

key Activity 1:  
institutional strengthening 

The goal of this key activity is to support the strengthe-
ning of the Biofuel Coordination Forum and the Bio-
fuel Development Directorate, which coordinates all the 
efforts in the field of biofuel development & utilization 
(feedstock production, biofuel processing, biofuel deve-
lopment, blending, marketing/distribution etc.) in the 
country. The main activities under this key activity in-
clude:

a) Organizing a discussion forum on the findings of the 
regulatory study

b) Revising the structure and members of the Coordina-
tion Forum

c) Strengthening the Biofuel Development and Utiliza-
tion Directorate

A discussion on the findings of the regulatory study 
should be held among members of the Biofuel Coordi-
nation Forum to decide which proclamations, regula-
tions and directives need to be enacted in order to fill 
the gaps identified through the regulatory study, as well 
as gaps identified during regular meetings of the Forum’s 
members. The discussion should scrutinize: (i) the exis-
ting practice of planning and monitoring biofuel deve-
lopment projects; (ii) the role that such projects should 
play in rural and social development; (iii) the nature of 
complementary or competitive projects on food security 
and natural resources conservation; (iv) the need to use 
different technology options that increase productivity of 
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tock, improving the efficiency of small-scale biofuel pro-
duction (bio-kerosene and bio-diesel processing and blen-
ding), the use of state-of-the-art technology such as tissue 
culture and Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) 
etc. In general, the team would provide detailed informa-
tion about the technologies and inputs to be used in the 
process of biofuel development, including the advantages 
and disadvantages of using these technologies, so that the 
forum can take well-informed decisions.

Economics Technical Team: This team could support the 
forum in providing information related to the assessment 
of the feasibility of investments in biofuel, demand and 
supply projections of biofuel, trade, taxes, fuel price de-
termination, the contribution of biofuel to the national 
balance of payment etc. This technical team would be the 
one responsible for developing a biofuel project feasibility 
appraisal tool that considers costs for harmful effects of 
biofuel production on the environment (air, water, soil 
and biodiversity) and food security. 

The other main activity is strengthe-
ning the Biofuel Development 
Directorate. Given that significant 
investments are going to the biofuel 
sector, and given that Ethiopia has 
comparative advantages in terms of 
labor and land resources, promoting 
its competitive advantages will have 
a real benefit in terms of maximizing 
the contribution of biofuel to the na-
tion’s overall economic development. 
In order to enhance the competitive 

position of Ethiopian biofuel products (including aviation 
biofuel) in the international market, production of bio-
fuel needs to meet international standards. This requires 
a close follow-up and monitoring of biofuel development 
efforts in the country. In this regard, the Biofuel Develop-
ment and Utilization Directorate is the main responsible 
government institution. In order to effectively deliver its 
responsibilities, the Biofuel Development and Utilization 
Directorate needs to be strengthened in terms of man-
power and logistics. Moreover, the regulatory framework 
applicable to sustainable biofuel development needs to be 
enforced. The Biofuel Coordination Forum and other res-
ponsible organs of the government can develop directives, 
standards, guidelines etc. - applicable to the sustainable 
development and utilization of biofuel. A schedule of the 
main activities for institutional strengthening is given in 
Table 3 below.

feedstocks and the efficiency of biofuel processing; and (v) 
the need to promote proper land use for biofuel develop-
ment. Based on decisions made during the discussions, 
appropriate regulatory references (proclamations and/or 
regulations) need to be suggested and drafted for further 
investigation and approval by the House of Representa-
tives or Council of Ministries.

Such scrutiny will be more effective if the Forum includes 
members from other government offices, the private sector 
(investors) and civil society activists, which have a wealth 
of information regarding the options, risks and opportu-
nities of sustainable biofuel development and utilization. 
Inclusion of technical experts among forum members and 
the establishment of technical teams within the Forum 
will create favorable conditions to analyze technical op-
tions, risks and opportunities - and to propose technical 
solutions that can optimize the benefits from the biofuel 
sector. Figure 5 below illustrates the proposed structure of 
the Coordination Forum.

Social Technical Team: This team could support the fo-
rum in its assessment of options, risks and opportunities 
of biofuel development with regard to employment crea-
tion and rural development, food security as well as land 
use rights. The team will mainly identify regulatory requi-
rements, knowledge & skills and other gaps in the exis-
ting practices of biofuel development in the country; and 
propose appropriate measures to be taken so that biofuel 
production can contribute to social & rural development, 
food security and sustainable development.

Environmental Technical Team: This team could support 
the forum in its assessment of options, risks and oppor-
tunities in relation to Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission 
reduction, water quality, soil quality, biodiversity and 
waste management in the process of biofuel production. 
The team will help the Coordination Forum in ensuring 
that biofuel contributes to sustainable development, (i.e. 
enhancing the benefits for the current generation without 
compromising the benefits for future generations). 

Technology Technical Team: This team could promote 
technology development in terms of conducting training 
and best practices for improving the productivity of feeds-

Social 
Technical 

Team

Biofuels Development & Utilization Coordination Forum

Environmental 
Technical 

Team

Technology 
Technical 

Team

Economics 
Technical 

Team

Fig.11: The proposed structure of the Coordination Forum 
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Activity Participants Expected 
results

Indicators 
for results

Resources 
required Timeframe

Discussion on  
the findings of  
the regulatory study

Existing members 
of the forum,  
other GOs,  
NGOs, 
companies

Common 
understanding on 
further regula-
tory references 
required

Stakeholder 
consensus on 
further regulatory 
references to be 
enacted

Lunch,  
tea/coffee 
hall rent and 
stationery 

Dec. 2011

Revising the structure 
of the Coordination 
Forum

Existing members 
of the forum

Include other 
relevant  
stakeholders 
in the forum

New forum 
members from  
GOs, NGOs and 
companies

Lunch,  
tea/coffee 
hall rent and 
stationery

Dec. 2011

Strengthening the 
Biofuel Development 
and Utilization 
Directorate

Forum members, 
the MWE,  
other responsible 
government 
organs

Proclamation 
on biofuel  
development

Proclamations 
enacted 

Lunch,  
tea/coffee 
hall rent and 
stationery

Jan. 2012

Table 3: Schedule of the main activities for institutional strengthening

key Activity 2:  
updating the Biofuel development 
and utilization Strategy

The goal of this key activity is to update the existing stra-
tegy to include directions for long-term biofuel develop-
ment in the country. A comprehensive strategy with clear 
targets and objectives is important so that biofuel deve-
lopment can meaningfully contribute to the overall green 
growth goals of the country.

The main activities in terms of this key activity include:

a) Biofuel demand and supply projection for 2012-20
b) Biofuel value chain development
c) Setting minimum thresholds for the reduction of 

GHG emissions
d) Development of criteria for land use classification
e) Assessment of land potential for biofuel development
f ) Enhance broad participation of farmers and 

pastoralists
g) Identify areas in which biofuel production is not 

allowed
h) Increase the food security of the country
i) Identify the possible uses of by-products from biofuel
j) Promote the inter-generational equitable use of 

resources

BioFuEL dEmAnd And SuPPLy PRoJECTion 
FoR 2012-2020

The goal of the Biofuel Development and Utilization 
Strategy issued in August 2007 is to produce adequate 
biofuel energy from domestic resources to substitute im-
ported petroleum products and to export excess products. 
Hence the existing Strategy needs to be updated in a way 
that it can incorporate projected demand and supply of 
biofuel over the coming 9 years.

A biofuel demand projection needs to be done to estimate 
the amount of biofuel required for domestic consump-
tion and export. Targets should be indicated for the mi-
nimum level of blend - say for example E20, B10 and 
K50 by 2020, in order to estimate demand for domes-
tic consumption of biofuels (bio-ethanol, bio-diesel and 
bio-kerosene), considering progressive levels of blends 
from year-to-year. Depending on the needs of the Ethio-
pian Aviation Industry, the demand projection for local 
consumption needs to include the demand for aviation 
biofuel. Table 4 illustrates a summary table for the de-
mand projection of biofuels in the coming 9 years (2012-
2020).
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Ethanol Diesel Kerosene
Total 
DD* 
(M3)

Rate for 
Blend 
(%)

Bio-
ethanol 

DD (M3)

Total 
DD (M3)

Rate for 
Blend 
(%)

Bio-diesel 
DD (M3)

Total 
DD (M3)

Rate for 
Blend 
(%)

Bio-
kerosene 
DD (M3)

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

* DD indicates demand
Table 4: Demand projection for local consumption of biofuels from 2012-2020

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
I. Land allocation for biofuels (ha)
Out grower farmers/pastoralists

Private commercial farms

Government commercial farms

II. Projected feedstock production ( metric ton)
Out grower farmers/pastoralists

Private commercial farms

Government commercial farms

III. Projected conversion/processing efficiency of biofuels (%)
Micro & small-scale producers

Large commercial producers

Note: The projections need to show the supply for the different types of biofuels, such as bio-ethanol, bio-diesel, 
bio-kerosene and aviation biofuel.

Table 5: Biofuels supply projection (2012-2020)

Based on reliable market information, the demand for 
the export market should also be projected to show the 
amount of biofuels that Ethiopia needs to export in the 
given period (2012-2020).

The supply of biofuels needs to undergo an analysis of the 
potential for biofuels production by the government and 
private sector. To the extent possible, supply projections 
need to consider biofuels production at micro and small-
scale level by rural households, farmers’ cooperatives, 
youth groups or women groups for self-consumption and 
for the market. 

Supply projections should also consider the potential for 
the supply of feedstock required to produce the anticipa-
ted amount of biofuels for local consumption and export. 
It should indicate a projection of the amount of feeds-
tock supply from government commercial farms, private 
commercial farms and out growers. The strategy shall 
incorporate improvements in productivity of feedstock, 
processing/conversion efficiency of feedstock, and other 
related issues. The best crops for biofuels suited to local 
conditions, plus options for using waste products of bio-
fuels (like used cooking oil), need to be studied and consi-
dered during the supply projection. The summary bellow 
(Table 5) gives directions on how to present the biofuels 
supply projection in the strategy.
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BioFuEL vALuE ChAin dEvELoPmEnT

The other objective of the Biofuel Development and Uti-
lization Strategy issued in August 2007 is to contribute 
towards rural development through agricultural-based 
growth - by creating job opportunities in feedstock pro-
duction, biofuel manufacturing, transportation and dis-
tribution. Hence, the Strategy needs to clearly identify 
and indicate actors in the whole supply chain, including 
the role that each actor plays in the supply chain, factors 
that limit each actor from delivering its responsibilities, 
and interventions required for building capacity. Hence 
value-chain development for biofuel products is one of 
the main activities required to promote biofuels deve-
lopment in the country. Value chain development needs 
experts specialized in the subject matter. Value chain de-
velopment for biofuel products could be carried with the 
support of external experts.

SETTing minimum ThREShoLdS FoR ThE 
REduCTion oF ghg EmiSSionS

The third objective of the Biofuel Development & Utili-
zation Strategy is the reduction of environmental pollu-
tion by harmful pollutants from vehicle exhausts (GHG 
emissions). Although Ethiopia has no binding agreement 
on GHG reduction targets in terms of the Kyoto Pro-
tocol to the UN Framework Convention on Climate 
Change, it is concerned with the consequences of climate 
change - like recurrent droughts that affect considerable 
parts of the country. Ethiopia is keen to work on climate 
change through promoting green growth, which mainly 
depends on renewable sources of energy. Hence the Stra-
tegy should indicate the minimum threshold (target) for 
GHG reduction by 2020. The minimum threshold for 
GHG reduction needs to be set by the Environmental 
Technical Team and other competent agencies. 

dEvELoPmEnT oF CRiTERiA FoR LAnd uSE 
CLASSiFiCATion

The first principle of the Biofuel Development & Utiliza-
tion Strategy is to ensure that biofuel developments sup-
port food security. The Strategy, in terms of biodiesel pro-
duction (7.2.2.2), is focused on ensuring the allocation 
of land for biodiesel development in lowland and barren 
areas where rainfall is scarce, without affecting the liveli-
hoods of pastoralists; without jeopardizing the farmers’ 
food production needs. The term “barren area” is not well 
defined and is subject to different interpretations. There-
fore, the strategy needs to incorporate defined criteria for 
the classification of lands as “barren” or otherwise, inclu-
ding defining the conditions under which livelihoods of 
pastoralists and farmers’ food production needs will not 
be jeopardized.

ASSESSmEnT oF LAnd PoTEnTiAL 
FoR BioFuELS dEvELoPmEnT

This activity is in line with the second principle of the 
Strategy which focuses on the need to seriously consider 
potential negative effects of biofuel production on eco-
nomic development, environmental and cultural values 
- including farm/grazing land and water use by farmers/
pastoralists. A review of studies on biofuel indicated that 
previous efforts regarding biofuel development in Ethio-
pia did not identify the issues of land suitability for the 
production of feedstock or the harmful effects of feeds-
tock production on natural resources conservation and 
biodiversity. For exemple, problems were observed at 
the Jatropha plantation site in the Metekel Administra-
tive Zone of the Benishangul Gumuz Regional State and 
the Caster plantation site at an elephant sanctuary in the 
Babille area of the Somali Region.

Jatropha production at Metekel was not successful due 
to a land suitability problem. An assessment of Biofuel 
Development Activities in Ethiopia by Meskir and Yonas 
in May 2011 indicated that the main reason for Sun Bio-
fuel to leave the plantation site in Metekel is that the land 
was not suitable for Jatropha. The assessment also indi-
cated that the Caster plantation by the Flora Eco Power 
Company at Babille used a significant portion of the ele-
phant sanctuary land. These and other related situations 
call for assessment and recording of land potential for bio-
fuels production in the country. The assessment needs to 
be done considering agro-ecological situations, physical 
conditions (like land suitability), social issues such as land 
use rights of the local communities and impacts on food 
security, and effects on conservation of natural resources 
and biodiversity. Hence the Strategy needs to include 
important points that guide responsible government or-
gans to conduct assessments of the land potential and to 
develop a database of suitable land for biofuels develop-
ment (especially feedstock production), before providing 
permits to invest in biofuels development. The Strategy 
should also indicate points that need to be considered 
during the land potential assessment. The land potential 
assessment needs to be done in all regions of the country, 
disaggregating it by feedstock types (Sugarcane, Jatropha, 
Caster, Palm Tree and others) and types of growers (go-
vernment commercial farms, private commercial farms 
and household farms).

EnhAnCE BRoAd PARTiCiPATion 
oF FARmERS And PASToRALiSTS 

The third principle of the Strategy focuses on devising 
means for broad participation of farmers and pastoralists 
for benefit-sharing. Accordingly, this activity is proposed 
as part of the land potential assessment activity, which 
should be done through consultation with local commu-
nities on the merits of allocating land in their locality to 
biofuels development and the benefits it will provide to 
the community as well as the region/nation. This acti-
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vity is the main mean to ensure free, prior and informed 
consent of the local community in relation to biofuels 
production in their locality. Hence, discussions need to 
be held with representatives of the community (kebele 
leaders, religious leaders, elders, women and youth) and 
in kebeles where a portion of land would be allocated for 
production of feedstock by private or government com-
mercial farms.

idEnTiFy AREAS in whiCh BioFuELS 
PRoduCTion iS noT ALLowEd

This activity is in line with the fourth principle of the 
Strategy which focuses on maintaining environmental 
sustainability through giving emphasis to conservation 
and improvement of soil fertility, water quality and biodi-
versity. It is proposed to identify high value conservation 
areas where biofuels production should never be practiced 
such as: game reserves, protected forests, wetlands, etc. - 
as identified by the Environmental Technical Team and 
approved by the Biofuel Coordination Forum.

idEnTiFy ThE PoSSiBLE uSES 
oF By-PRoduCTS FRom BioFuELS

This activity is in line with the fifth principle of the Strate-
gy which focuses on the use of by-products from biofuels 
for various economic benefits. Economic benefits given 
the existing and upcoming level of technology need to 
be identified. The possible amount of by-products to be 
generated from biofuels production (during the strategic 
period) need to be estimated, based on biofuels supply 
projection. 

PRomoTE inTER-gEnERATionAL EquiTABLE 
uSE oF RESouRCES

This activity is in line with the sixth principle of the Stra-
tegy which focuses on ensuring sustainable economic de-
velopment through sustainable utilization of the country’s 
resources. It is proposed to update the Strategy with sta-
tements that promote inter-generational equitable use of 
resources, especially in terms of guiding the proper use of 
inputs/technology in the process of biofuels production. 
Proper use of inputs/technology should be promoted 
through the media.

In general, the main activities under this key activity are 
summarized in Table 6 below.
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Activity Participants Expected results Indicators  
for results

Resources  
required 

Biofuel demand and 
supply projection  
for 2012-2020

Biofuel Develop-
ment Directorate 
& Coordination 
Forum

Projected biofuel 
demand & supply

Projected values 
approved & 
incorporated in the 
Strategy

Lunch, tea/coffee,  
hall rent  
and stationery

Biofuel value chain 
development

Biofuel Directo-
rate, Coordina-
tion Forum and a 
consultant

Biofuel value chain 
developed

Biofuel value chain 
development docu-
ment approved

Consultant fee, 
lunch, tea/coffee, 
hall rent  
and stationery

Setting a minimum 
threshold for reduction 
of GHG emissions

Forum members, 
Environmental 
Technical Team  
and other govern-
ment organs

Minimum threshold 
for GHG emission 
reduction determi-
ned

Document on the 
minimum threshold 
GHG emission 
reduction calcula-
tion

Lunch, tea/coffee, 
hall rent  
and stationery

Development of 
criteria for land use 
classification

Forum members, 
Social Technical 
Team

Criteria developed 
for land use classifi-
cation

Document that 
shows criteria for 
land use classifica-
tion

Lunch, tea/coffee 
Hall rent  
and stationery

Assessment of land 
potential for biofuels 
development

Forum members, 
Social Technical 
Team, woreda 
government offices

Land potential for 
biofuels identified

Land potential 
assessment docu-
ment

Vehicle, per diem 
plus lunch,  
tea/coffee, hall rent  
and stationery

Enhance broad 
participation of farmers 
and pastoralists

Social Technical 
Team and woreda 
government offices

Local communities 
involved in land 
assessment

Consent of local 
communities on 
land assessed for 
biofuels 

Stationery for 
exercising PRA 

Identify areas in which 
biofuels production is 
not allowed

Forum members, 
Environmental 
Technical Team and 
woreda government 
offices

High value conser-
vation areas iden-
tified

Map of high value 
conservation areas

Vehicle, per diem 
plus lunch, tea/
coffee, hall rent  
and stationery

Identify the possible 
uses of by-products 
from biofuels

Forum members, 
technical teams, 
processers

Possible uses of 
by-products from 
biofuels identified

Document on use 
of by-products from 
biofuels

Lunch, tea/coffee, 
hall rent  
and stationery

Promote inter-
generational equitable 
use of resources

Forum members, 
technical teams

Sustainability pro-
moted through the 
media

Promotional mate-
rials/media used

Promotional 
expenses

Table 6: Schedule for the main activities for updating the Strategy
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key Activity 3:  
development of directives, 
standards and guidelines

The goal of this activity is to lay favorable grounds for the 
responsible production of biofuels in the country, and to 
make all stakeholders aware of the requirements for the 
responsible production of biofuels. The main activities 
under this key activity include:

a) Development of directives, standards, guidelines, for-
mulas and formats that are important to promote the 
sustainable development and utilization of biofuels

b) Organization of an awareness-raising workshop on 
the directives, standards, guidelines, formulas and 
formats for stakeholders at federal level

c) Organization of awareness raising workshops in the 
regions

Based on the provisions of the proposed proclamation to 
be enacted on sustainable renewable energy in general, 
and biofuels development in particular, the Biofuel De-
velopment and Utilization Directorate in collaboration 
with the Coordination Forum and technical teams to be 
established under it, could develop applicable directives, 
standards, guidelines, formulas and formats. These will 
help to make sure that biofuels development shall contri-
bute to social and rural development in the area of ope-
ration, shall not affect food security, shall not have har-

mful effects on the environment, and shall respect land 
use rights of local communities through free, prior and 
informed consent.

Development of the Standard will help the participating 
operators to have responsibly produced biofuels, which 
satisfies the requirements of international standards (as 
applicable to Ethiopian context), and become eligible 
for certificates of international auditors. This increases 
competitive advantages of Ethiopian biofuels in the inter-
national market. Guidelines will be helpful to meet the 
requirements stipulated in the Standard, such as: social 
and environmental impact assessment, GHG emission 
reduction calculation methodology, projects appraisal, 
land valuation etc. One of the factors for the sustaina-
bility of biofuels is its return on investment (financial 
and economic feasibility), which the planning of biofuel 
projects needs to consider from the outset. Hence pro-
ject appraisal formulas that consider the risks associated 
with biofuel projects (such as risks for food security and 
the environment) would be helpful to mitigate harmful 
effects associated with biofuel development. 

Awareness needs to be created among stakeholders on the 
directives, standards, guidelines, formulas and formats, 
so that each stakeholder can apply it as required. Hence 
awareness-raising workshops shared be organized both at 
federal and regional level. A general summary of the main 
activities under this key activity is shown in Table 7.

Activity Participants Expected 
results

Indicators for 
results

Resources 
required Timeframe

Development of 
directives, standards, 
guidelines, formulas 
and formats

Forum members 
and technical 
teams

Directives, stan-
dards, guidelines, 
formulas and 
formats

Documents, 
formulas and for-
mats developed

Lunch, tea/
coffee hall 
rent and 
stationery 

June to 
August 2012

Organization of an 
awareness raising 
workshop for stake-
holders at federal 
level

Members of the 
forum and other 
stakeholders

Stakeholders 
become aware 
of the directives, 
standards, guide-
lines etc.

Participants 
feedback on the 
workshop

Lunch, tea/ 
coffee hall 
rent and 
stationery 

August 2012

Awareness raising 
workshops in the 
regions 

Technical teams 
and stakeholders 
from the regions

Stakeholders 
become aware 
of the directives, 
standards etc.

Participants 
feedback on the 
workshop

Lunch, tea/ 
coffee hall 
rent and 
stationery 

September 
2012

Table 7: Schedule for the main activities to develop directives, standards and guidelines
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key Activity 4:  
Enhance responsible production 
of biofuels

The goal of this key activity is to boost sustainable pro-
duction of biofuels through incentives for good practices 
of biofuels production and disincentives for biofuels 
production practices with undesired effects on the envi-
ronment and/or local communities. The main activities 
under this key activity include:

a) Tax incentives for sustainable production of biofuels
b) Credit incentives for sustainable production of bio-

fuels
c) Training incentives for sustainable production of 

biofuels
d) Disincentives for biofuels production with negative 

impacts
e) Developing certification system for responsible pro-

duction of biofuels

TAx inCEnTivES FoR SuSTAinABLE 
PRoduCTion oF BioFuELS

Based on the existing legal provisions under regulation 
84/2003, Council of Ministers Regulations on Invest-
ment incentives and Investment Areas Reserved for 
Domestic Investors, as well as other provisions expected 
from the regulatory references to be enacted, tax incen-
tives could be provided for participating operators who 
responsibly produce biofuels. The proposed tax incentives 
could include duty-free privileges and a grace period on 
income taxe for participating operators in the whole sup-
ply chain. 

CREdiT inCEnTivES FoR SuSTAinABLE 
BioFuELS PRoduCTion

This activity is proposed to support participating opera-
tors in the biofuels supply chain who responsibly produce 
biofuels. It mainly focuses on developing guidance for 
providing credit incentives to participating operators who 
need to start or scale-up responsible production of bio-
fuels. It should also provide guidance on how to access the 
emission trading scheme and sell carbon credits on the 
international market. The guidelines need to be approved 
by the Coordination Forum and other responsible organs.

TRAining inCEnTivES FoR SuSTAinABLE 
PRoduCTion oF BioFuELS

Training could be given to those participating operators 
who responsibly work in feedstock production, biofuels 
processing and use of by-products from biofuels. The trai-
ning could be provided by experts from countries which 
have shown good progress in sustainable production of 
biofuels - such as Mexico or Brazil.

oFFSETS

This activity proposes the introduction of offsets for bio-
fuels production projects with negative impacts on envi-
ronment and/or food security. Depending on the level of 
anticipated impacts, rates for compensation costs need to 
be developed and included in the project cost. During 
project appraisal, due emphasis needs to be given to strict-
ly consider these costs, so that undesired effects of biofuels 
production on the environment and/or food security can 
be reduced as much as possible. The compensation policy 
needs to be developed by technical teams and approved 
by the Coordination Forum.

CAPACiTy BuiLding FoR LoCAL oPERAToRS 
To ComPLy wiTh ExiSTing CERTiFiCATion 
SChEmES 

Besides enforcing regulatory requirements, providing cer-
tificates is a way to encourage participating operators to 
engage in responsible production of biofuels. Providing 
certificates is a positive way of influencing participating 
operators to engage in responsible production of biofuels 
through enhancing their competitive position. Hence this 
activity will help to build capacity of local operators to 
comply with the existing certification schemes. A summa-
ry of the activities under the fourth key activity is given 
in Table 8.
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Activity Participants Expected 
results

Indicators for 
results

Resources 
required Timeframe

Tax incentives 
for sustainable 
production of 
biofuels

Forum members 
and technical 
teams

Duty free 
privileges and 
grace periods for 
income tax

Documents 
approved by the 
Coordination 
Forum

Lunch, tea/
coffee hall rent 
and stationery 

June to 
August 2012

Credit incentives 
for sustainable 
production of 
biofuels

Forum members 
and technical 
teams

Guidance for 
credit incentives

Guidance docu-
ment for credit 
incentives

Lunch, tea/
coffee hall rent 
and stationery 

June to 
August 2012

Training incentives 
for sustainable 
production of 
biofuels

Technical teams 
and participating 
operators

Improved know-
ledge  and skill 
of team members 
& participating 
operators

Number of trai-
nees and portions 
covered during 
the training

Trainer’s airfare, 
professional fee, 
hotel accommo-
dation & lunch, 
tea/coffee hall 
rent, stationery

July 2012

Developing 
disincentives for 
biofuels production 
with loopholes for 
undesired effects

Forum members 
and technical 
teams

Rates for com-
pensation costs 
determined

Documents that 
show rates for 
compensation

Lunch, tea/
coffee hall rent 
and stationery

June to 
August 2012

Capacity building 
of local operators 
to comply with 
certification 
schemes

Certificate- 
proving 
institutions 
and Biofuel 
Directorate

Local operators 
get compliance 
certificates

Number of local 
operators who 
got compliance 
certificates

Lunch, tea/
coffee hall rent 
and stationery

June to 
August 2012

Table 8: Schedule for the main activities to enhance responsibly production of biofuels Schedule  
for the main activities to enhance responsibly production of biofuels
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Activity Participants Expected 
results

Indicators 
for results

Resources 
required Timeframe

Database 
development for 
practices in the 
biofuels sector

Biofuel 
Development 
& Utilization 
Directorate

Database on 
existing biofuels 
development 
practice

Database appro-
ved by the Coor-
dination Forum

Lunch, tea/
coffee hall rent 
and stationery 

September 
2012

System design for 
monitoring and 
follow-up

Biofuel 
Development 
& Utilization 
Directorate

Monitoring sys-
tem designed

Monitoring chec-
klist approved by 
the forum 

Lunch, tea/
coffee hall rent 
and stationery 

September 
2012

Table 9: Schedule for the main activities to develop a monitoring and follow-up system

key Activity 5:  
develop a monitoring  
& follow-up system

The goal of this activity is to develop a transparent system 
for monitoring and evaluation of biofuels development in 
the country. This includes the development of a database 
of existing practices. The main activities under this key 
activity are:

a) Database development for practices in the biofuels 
sector 

b) System design for monitoring and follow-up

dESign A SySTEm FoR moniToRing 
And FoLLow-uP oF BioFuELS PRoJECTS 

This activity is designed to develop well-structured moni-
toring checklists and reporting formats to monitor the 
entire process of biofuels development in the country. The 
Biofuel Development and Utilization Directorate could 
develop a checklist for monitoring and reporting. The 
Directorate could then submit regular monitoring reports 
to the Ministry of Water and Energy as well as the Coor-
dination Forum. A summary of the key activities under 
the fifth key activity is given in Table 9 below.

dATABASE dEvELoPmEnT  
FoR ThE BioFuELS SECToR

A database could be developed comprising the: (i) list of 
participating operators (feedstock production, biofuels 
processing, biofuels production and blending) in different 
regions in the country; (ii) area under feedstock develop-
ment in different regions of the country; (iii) list of bio-
fuels projects in the pipeline in different regions of the 
country; (iv) types of participating operators for feedstock 
production in different regions of the country (govern-
ment, private investors and out growers); and (v) list of 
participating operators in biofuels processing and other 
related activities in different regions of the country. The 
database could be developed by the Biofuel Development 
and Utilization Directorate.
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[01] The Constitution of the Federal Democratic Repu-
blic of Ethiopia Proclamation No.1/1995

[02] Environnemental Impact Assessment Proclamation 
No. 299/2002

[03] Ethiopian Rural Energy Development and Pro-
motion Center Establishment Proclamation No. 
269/2002

[04] Definition of Powers and Duties of the FDRE Pro-
clamation No.691/2010

[05] Access to Genetic Resources and Community 
Knowledge, and Community Rights Proclamation 
No. 482 /2006

[06] Re-enactment of the Investment Proclamation 
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